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ABSTRACT
Since Thai economic crisis in 1997, most media houses and ad agencies have
faced with critical difficulty. Uncertainties in politics confidence and changes in
advertising and marketing trends among the local and multinational companies will
all attribute to the sector's slow growth.

Advertisers have to look back with their strategies and also to check up
whether their ad messages are able to reach the consumers' expectation. So this
research study is based on the statement of the problem of "To what extents do
people's attitudes flair against television advertising?" The objective of this

research is to distinguish the television advert.ising evaluations of consumer based
on the perception and value components.

For this research, the data were acquired by self-administered questionnaire
with 384 respondents who live in Bangkok, age between 15-59 years, and have ever
seen television advertising of the free TV channels; 3, 5, 7; as in the time of afternews Thai series (20.15 - 22.20 pm.) on every week days (Monday - Friday).
Convenience-sampling technique is chosen. All data are analyzed and summarized by
using the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). This thesis applies
Discriminant Analysis as a statistic tool to test.

The results from the test of 2 hypotheses can be proved that there is a strong
difference between two groups of dependent variable (favorable and unfavorable) and
the discriminator variables that can be used to categorize the individual case are as
followings:

Perceptions Components

Values Components

•Personal and social benefits/costs

•Bedonie function

•Whether deceptive

•Affirmative of value function

•Whether offensive

•Social learning function

•Whether seen too much/often

By considering from the discriminant functions, we can conclude that people

dislike advertising because they perceive commercials to be offensive or in poor taste,
and because they cannot completely trust the way products are depicted. (Less in

social benefits, but too much of deceptive and o.ffensive, and shown too

<~ften)

People also dislike advertising because much of it is not relevant to their needs or
their self-images as reflected in their personalities and interests. (Less in hedonic,
<~{flrmative,

and social lellrning)

Differences among consumers in how they evaluate overall attitudes about
television advertising can influence how copytests of advertising for specific brands
are interpreted.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction of study
1.1.1 The Background of Advertising

At the heart of many business decisions is knowing the target customers.
However good product or service, it will ultimately fail unless it is what customers
want or need. Thoundsand of new products from many companies are launched every
year, but a number of them fail because nobody wanted them or was persuaded to try
them. Likely, goods are produced that may well appeal to the public, but unless the
public is informed about them and persuaded to try them, the goods remain unsold.
So, there is the one of marketing tools that helps to communicate ideas and
information about product or service to customers that is advertisng. The adve1tising
is an integral part of business. Its primary function is to sell products, services, and
ideas by informing the public of their good points and of their availability.

It is realized that the demand for any products or services is influenced by a
wide variety of factors includes: levels and changes incustomer incomes, prices,
availability and cost of substitute products, change in population, geography, tastes,
religion and custom, as well as advertising. The advertising is intended to persuade
the customer to take some positive form of action favorable to that product or service.
So the advertising can help to expand total demand to some extent, particularly when
new or improved products or sevices are made available. Thus the growth of
advertising parallels with the growth of industrialization. Advertising grew because
the businesses needed to sell their products or services.

However, advertising is just a key part of sales processes. Its role is to bring
people selling a product or service with those who may be interested in buying it.
Advertising does not work in the some way as salesperson. It does not try to persuade
anyone to buy immediately. The customers rarely encounter advertising at the point of
sales. But the customers will be motivated to take some actions such as visitting the
shops or making a call by advertising. Moreover, it is important to recognize that the
potential customers are careful with their money. They rarely buy something they
1

don't want. They also rarely fell tricked by any advertising. Instead, they find that as
the useful sources of information, much of which are entertaining.

1.1.2 Advertising Business in Thailand

If we look back at some thirty years ago, we will find that advetising business
has come quite a long way. After t he World War I, t here were advertisements in
newspapers. When we went to a cinema we would saw sho1t commercial films. We
also heard commercials on the radio. And as the time passed we could later saw
television commercials. At that time, the advertising was such a novelty in Thailand.
Only in marketing, the advertisng was given place that rivaled sales. It neither could
be said that one be more important than the ot her. The advertising and sales had to go
hand in hand in order to make best product presentation.

As the rapid growth of advertising business from newspaper to radio to
television which reached Thailand around 1955, the advertising personnel themselves
were need of profound knowledge of advertising. In 1965, the groups of avertising
agency joined together in order to set up the Advertising Association of Thailand.
They wanted to bring adve1tising professionals together to facilitate understanding
and exchange of views among them as well as to contribute to society as a whole.
Since it debut in Thailand, advertising has been an integral part of Thai socioeconomic growth . As the advertising is a form of communication that is reaching
more and more people in today and it is also embedded in our daily life, so we can see
that advertising business is one of the industries that plays a vital role in social and
national development.

@The Structure of Advertising Business in Thailand
Nowadays, the structure of adve1tising business in Thailand is categorized by
7 mediums includes: television, radio, newspaper, magazine, outdoor, and transit.
From the AC Neilson Thailand, it indicated that the total media expenditure hit Bt
21.6 billion in the first five months of this year. About 63 percent of advertising
expenditure went on television ads, while 10 percent placed for radio spots, 17
percent for newspaper ads, 5 percent for magazine, l percent for cinema ads, 3
parcent for outdoor ads, and 1 percent for transit. (Bangkok Business 26 June 2001)
2

Television

12,032,109

61

13,701,621

63

13.88

Radio

2,020,349

10

2,061,786

10

2.05

Newspaper

4,025,711

20

3,760,414

17

-6.50

Magazine .

962,065

5

1,158,941

5

20.46

Cinema

124,516

1

131 ,636

Outdoor

467,912

2

571,506

3

22.13

Transit

135,856

1

221.469

1

63.02

2H0/.373 100

9.30

19,768,518 100

Total

5.72

Outdoor: billboards, stations, bus shellers, and clipboards
Transit BTS sky train, tuk tuks, bus bodies
Source: AC Neilson Thailand (Bangkok Business 26 June 2001 )
In terms of top brand spending, during the first half, the AIS corporation was
the biggest spender at Bt 269.5388 million baht, followed by Digital GSM 2 Watts
with Bt 195.560 million, and Chang Beer Bt 184.096 million. It were expected that
mobile phone companies would continue to be the biggest spender in the industry in
the second half of this year. The mobile phone had already become a part of Thai life
and that was why mobile phone companies would spend more and more on
advertising.

Table 1-2: Top 10 - Top AD Spender (January-M ay 2001)

..... ,~J:§i~.!~f~QPJjt''f~'.:

~

269,538
2 Digital GSM 2 Watts

195,560

3 Chang Beer

184,096

4 OTAC mobile p hones

181,794

5 OTAC corporation

157, 131

6 Breeze*

143,221

7 TV Direct

129,861

8 Pond's skin-care

128,576

9 Thai Airways

127,570

1O One-2-Call cellular

123,074

*Note: Laundry detergent
Source: AC Neilson Thailand (Bangkok Post 2001: MidYear Economic Review)
3

®The Current Situation of Thai Advertising Business

According to advertising and media agencies, the industry will face a sharp
decline in advertising spending in the second half of this year. The industry's annual
growth rate would be not more than 10%. Last year media spending was worth about
50 billion baht. A cut in media spending by firms especially in consumer products, is
among the main reasons for the downturn. Some consumer-product giants had cut
their budgets by 20% in line with a slowdown in sales. The industty is beginning to
see bad signs from the United States and Japan crisis. While we do not know the
extent of the impact, we do know that the kind of spending recorded in the first
quarter is unlikely to recur. (Bangkok Post 2001: MidYear Economic Review)
However, the current situation of Thai advertising business is depended on
how fast that government policies can boost up the economic and how well the local
agencies can adjust themselves in order to survive during the economic downturn. It is
a challenging year for the industry. It was hoped that the industry will achieve a 10
growth, although it will be a tough target

1.1.3 The Television Advertising

If we consider to one of the powerful advertising medium, we will always
think about television advertising. We can say that television advertising is the one
of an effective advertising. The television is 24-hour medium to reach viewers of
everyday lifostyle, from housewives to third-shift workers. In addition to be able to
reach vertually everyone, it also offers a creative flexibility not found in any other
mediums. With its combination of sight, sound, color, and motion, television 1s
equally adept at communication humorous, serious, or realistic commercials.

In past, television advertising was a gamble, a speculation of the rashest so11.
One's guess on the proper course was as likely to be as good as anothers'. Nobody
knew whether the reaction would be good or bad. As the time change, it is stated that

"television advertising has in some hands reached the status of science. It is based on
.fixed principles and reasonable

exact~

The causes and effects have been analyzed

until they are well understood The correct method C?f procedure have been proved
and established. The condition has been corrected. Now the only uncertainties pertain
to people and to products, not to methods. It is hard to measure human
4

idiosyncrasies, the preferences and prejudices, the likes and dislikes that exist"
(Indian Daily, April 1999). So we can not say that a specific commercial will be
popular, but we know how to sell it in the most effective way.

Moreover, the television advertising is one source of information used by
consumers to decide which product or service best meets their needs. Only advertising
that offers useful and creditable infonnation is accepted and given consideration.
Advertising does not have power to create or change consumer needs, but can offer
the means to satisfy needs. Such that, in this research is desibrned to clas#fy the

extents

tltJ

peoples attitudes flair agai11st telel'ision adl'erlising. By understanding

why consumers hold their particular attitudes about television advertising in general;
we can more readily interpret how consumers form attitudes toward television
commercials for their brands.

1.2 Statement of Problem

When a television commercial is evaluated, the results are usually attributed to
the advertisement itself However, the evaluation is also influenced by other attitudes
such as the product category and its advertising and by consumers' overall attitudes
about advertising in general. In order to interpret consumers' evaluations of a specific
commercial, an advertiser should know how much the evaluation is due to the
commecial itself and how much is due to other influences such as overall attitudes
about television advertisng.

In general, people differ in their attitudes about television advertising. Some
have negative and others have positive overall attitudes about television advertising.
People also differ in the degree to which they are negative or positive about television
advertising. There are many reasons of these differences. F. Alwitt and R. Prabhaker
(1992) stated that "people may dislike advertising because they perceive commercials

to be offensive or in poor taste, and because they cannot completely trust the way
products depicted. People may dislike advertising because much qf it is not relevant
to their needs or their self-images as r~fl.ected in their personalities and interests". In
addition, television advertising is evaluated differently by people of different ages and
mcome. The differences among people in how they evaluate overall attitudes about
5

television advertising can influenced how the advertising for the specifics brands are
interpreted.

The dicision problem of this study is "To what extents do people's attitudes
flair against television advertising?". The research proposes that reasons for the

evaluations about television in general are based on both what people know about
television advertising and how it is relevant to them. What people know about
advertising refers to the perceptions that people have toward television advertising,
while its relevance refers to the specific values that television advertising serves for a
viewer and how it fits into his or her lifes. Perceptions about television advertising
includes: 'Television advertising is offensive," "There is too much advertising on
television," "Television advertising provides information," and others that will be
explained later. Four values are examined in this research. They are the knowledge
function, the hedonic function, the social learning function, and the value function.

This way of thinking about overall attitudes to television advert;sing

build~·

on a

f oundation provided by Bauer and Greyser (1966), Muenhling {1987), McQuail,
Blunt/er, Brown (19 72), Winick (1988) and others.

-

Using this framework, it is expected to begin to understand why do consumers
attitude flair against television advertising in general that they do, how these attitudes
may influence evaluations of specific television commercials., and why these attitudes
may change as the social, economic, and media environment changes.

1.3 Research Objectives

To distinguish the television advertising evaluations of consumer on the
perception components.

To distinguish the television advertising evaluations of consumer on the value
components.

6
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1.4 Scope and limitations of the Research

H of! o

{.

1

C.~1::.( c}

The researcher wants to convey the scope of the study as follow:

1.

In this research, it is interested in viewers' reasons for their evaluations about

television advertising in general in terms of their perceptions and the values of
television advertising serve for them.

2.

The study focuses on six perceptions about TV advertising include: how
executed, whether deceptive, whether informative, whether seen too much,
whether offensive, and personal and social benefits.

3.

The study focuses on four values of TV advertising includes: hedonic,
knowledge, affirmation of value, and social learning.

4.

The study focu s on television advertising of the free TV channels; 3, 5, 7; as in
between the time of after-news Thai series (20.15 - 22.20 pm.) on every week
days (Monday -Friday).

5.
/

The study fo cuses on the target respondents who are living in Bangkok only.
So, the result of this study cannot be judged as a whole of Thai people' s overall
attitudes about TV advertising.

1.5 Significance of the Study

This study was conducted to a better understanding how consumers evaluate
their affective attitudes about television advertising and the reasons for those
evaluations. By understandinding why consumers evaluate their particular affective
attitudes about television advertising, the advertisers can more readily interpret how
consumers form attitudes toward television commercials for their brands.
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1.6 Definition Terms

Advertising:

Media message paid for and signed by a
business firm or institution that wishes to
increase the probability that those reached by
these messages will behave or believe as the
advertiser wishes them to behave or believe.
(William M. Weilbacher, 1968)

A{fective Component:

The affective component of attitudes includes
feeling of like or dislike, representing our
reaction to the cognitive aspect of the attitude
(B. Cohen and S. Areni).

Affirmative of Value Function:
I.,/~-

Television advertising may offer a viewer a way
to express or affirm his or her onw values.

Appeal:

The motive to which an ad is directed and which
is designed to stir a person toward a goal the
advertiser has set. (J. Thomas Russell and W.
Ronald Lane, 1993 )

A

learned

*

predeposition

to

respond

m

consitently favorable or favorable manner with
respect to a given object (Fishbein and Ajzen,
1975)

Attribute:

The characteristics or features that an object
may or may not have. It can be identified into
two classes; intrinsic attributes and extrinsic
attributes. Each attribute provides the consumer
with a specific benefit that has some degree of
utility of that consumer. (Mowen and Minor,
1998)
8

Audience:

The number of people who attend a medium or a
medium

vehicaL

depending

upon

Audience

definitions

marketing

vary

considerations,

media characteristics and the particular research
precedure used . (William M. Weilbacher, 1968)

Belief:

....,~-~-~

The information people have about object to
some attribute. (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975)

,.· Brand:

A name,

term,

sign,

design, or a

unify

combination of them, intended to identify and
distinguish

the

product

or

service

from

competing product or services. (J. Thomas
Russell and W. Ronald Lane, 1993)

Commercial:

Advertisement on television or radio.

Consumer:

People who buy or use products to satisfy needs

....··

and wants. (Wells, Burnett, Moriarty, 2000)

Deceptive:

The message that communicates- by statement,
implication, or omission- product values or
benefits that are at variance with the facts. (M.
Krugman, N. Roid, Dunn, M. Barban, 1994)

Dissonance:

The discomfort that results when a discrepancy
exists between a person's beliefs or between his
beliefs and his overt behavior. (Festinger, 1957)

En~1·sement:

Advertising message that consumers believe
reflects the opinion, beliefs, or experiences of an
individual, group, or institution. (Wells, Burnett,
Moriarty, 2000)

9

Evaluation:

The ways in finding out or forming an idea of

v"""'

amount or value of the object. (Mowen and
Minor, 1998)

Execution:

The form of the complete advertisement; how
the ideas are expressed and what the ad looks
like. (Wells, Burnett, Moriarty, 1989)

Hedonic Function: .>O

Television advertising may be seen as a source
of entertainment.

Integrated marketing:

~\\

~
Involvement: v "

The joint planning, execution, and coordination
of all areas of marketing communication. (J.
Russell, W. Lane, 1996)

The intensity of consumer's interest in a
product, medium, or message. (Wells, Burnett,
Moriaity, 2000)

Marketing:.__/'

The process of planning and executing the
conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution
of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges
that satisfy the perceived needs, wants, and
objectives of the customer and the organization.
(Wells, Burnett, Moria1ty, 2000)

Media: ..,.,,...

The means by which an advertisement is
exposed to the public-magazines, TV, and
newspaper, for example. (J. Thomas Russell and
W. Ronald Lane, 1993)

Medium:

/

The vehicle that carries the ad, as TV, radio,
newspaper, magazine, outdoor sign, car card,

10

3 0 ~) 0 6 (~ .2..
direct mail, and so on. (J. Thomas Russell and
W. Ronald Lane, 1993)

Noise:

Any factor that interferes with or distorts the
correct delivery of the advertising message to
the target

audience.

(Wells,

Burnett,

and

Moriarty, 2000)

Perception:

The process by which the viewer receives
message through the various senses, interprets
the messagea, and files them away in memory.
(E. Moriarty, 199 1)

Public relation:

Communication

with

vanous

internal

and

external publics to create an image for a product
or corporation. (J. Russell, W. Lane, 1996)

An aversive result that decrease the frequency of

Punishment:

an undesirable response. (Hanna and Wozniak,
2001)

Ads that are valgar or morally bad in people

Offensive ads

opinion. They may be dishonest or untrue. They
may be ads for something people don't think
should be sold or used. (Raymond A. Bauer and
Stephen A. Greyser, 1968)

Reinforcement~--'
.

~

A reward gtven to acknowledge a desire
behavior and increase the probability that it will
be repeated in the future. It can be positive or
negative. (Hanna and Wozniak, 2001)

Relevant: /
./

The right message to the right person at t he tight
time. (Wells, Burnett, Motiarty, 2000)
11

Target audience:\..... ..,,,~

People who can be reached with a certain

/

advertising medium and a particular message.
(Wells, Burnett, Moriarty, 2000)

Value:/
~··

~··'·

The expectations of particular consumers for the
features and the benefits of the object. (Hanna
and Wozniak, 2001)

12

CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is related to the theories and models of the variables, which will
further help in the formation of a research framework in the chapter ahead. A theor·y
is an interelated set of statements of relation whose purpose is to explain and predict
and model is any high formalized representation of a theoretical network, uasually
designed through the use of symbols or other such physical analogues (David and
Cosenza, 1993).

2.1 Attitudes

Attitudes are important to advertisers because they influence how consumers
evaluate product. A strong positive attitude might be turned into brand preference and
loyalty (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty, 2000). In order to interpret consumers'
evaluations of specific commercial, an advertiser should know how the evaluation is
due to the commercial itself and how much is due to other influencs such as overall
attitudes about television advertising (F. Alwitt and R. Prabhaker, 1992).

Overall attitudes about television advertising has been defined as "a learned

predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner to
television advertising in general (Lutz, 1985). The fact that consumers form overall
attitudes toward advertising in our society is indisputable. tJumerous empirical studies
and general surveys reported consumers' overall evaluations of advetising. There
seems to be a general consensus that the overall attitudes that consumers have toward
advertising is negative. (Bartos, 1981; Zanot, 1981; and Andrews, 1989) This is
particular true of overall attitudes toward television advertising (Bartos, 1981 and
Sepstrup, 1985). However, there are exceptions. Burdus (1981) reported, based on a
United Kingdom Advertising Association survey, that there is a sight increase in the
number of people who approve of advertising.

F. Alwitt and R. Prabhaker (1992) documented that reasons of attitudes about
television in general are based on both what people know about television advertising
and how it is relevant to them. What people know about advertising refers to the
13

beliefs that people have toward television advertising, while its relevance refers to the

specific function that television advertising serves for a viewer and how it fits to his
or her life.

The idea that attitudes about individual advertisements are influenced by
perceptions of advertising in general as well as by reactions to the specific
advertisement has been discussed in detail by Lutz (1985). Lutz also pointed out that
attitudes about individual commercials are also influenced by the product category
and the advertised brand. And specific commercials may be evaluated differently as
by the different in demographic characteristics of the audiences (F. Alwitt and
Prabhaker, 1992).

2.1 .1 Difinition of Attitudes

According to A Aaker, Batra, and G. Myers (1992), attitude is a central
concept to the entire field of social psychology, and theories and methods associated
with its explanation and measurement have largely evolved from the work of social
psychologist and psychometricians. D. Krech and R. S. Crutchfield (1948), for
example, have stated that "an attitude is an enduring organization of motivational,
emotional, perceptual, and cognitive processes with respect to some aspect of the
individual' s world".

*

Most of investigators probably agree that attitudes can be described as a
learned predeposition to respond in consitently favorable or favorable manner with
respect to a given object (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). That is an attitudes are the way
people think, feel, and act toward some aspect of people environment such as
television advertising.

Hanna and Wozniak (2001) described about the definition of people's attitudes
as followings:
•Attitudes are learned. Attitudes can be formed either as a direct result of

experiences with a product or through information acquired from others, including the
mass-media. We are not born with attitudes; we develop them as we experience or
learn about thing surrounding us. Attitudes, however, are not synonymous with
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behavior. A person may hold a favorable attitude toward Porsche automobiles but
may not purchase one due to the high cost.

+Attitudes are characterized by consistency. This means that attitudes take
time to develop and are stable and enduring. They are not cast in stone--they can be
changed over a period of time, but this process is usually very slow. Consistency
means that once negative consumer attitudes toward a product or corporation develop,
marketers face difficulties in changing them.

+Consumer attitudes are responsive. Attitudes form as we become able to
judge a product or situation based on personal experience and acquired information or
perhaps as we choose between a number of alternatives. For example, a positive
experience with a Sony television may lead us to believe this brand is superior to
other TV sets on the market. We may insist on purchasing a Sony even if less
expensive alternatives are available. Our response does not have to be a purchase
decision, however, and may simply entail recommending the brand to our friends .

2.1.2 Components of Attitudes

The traditional model of attitudes, called as the tricomponent model,
expresses the interrelationship and posits that attitudes consist of three components:
cognitive, affective, and behavioral or conative (J. Rosenberg, 1960). Attitude
components and manifestations appears in Figure 2-1 . Each of these three components
is described by Hanna and Wozniak (2001) in the paragraphs that follow.

•Cognitive Component: The cognitive component is what we think we know
about an attitude object. An attitude object means to anything about which we can
hold an attitude such as people, products, services, brands, situation, companies,
issues, and places. Our beliefs could be based on knowledge (e.g., one's experience
documenst that aspirin relieves pain and reduces the risk of heart attacks), opinion
(e.g., inclusive beliefs based on a medical journal's claims about aspirin's role in
reducing the risk of heart attacks), faith (e.g., convictions about the integrity of the
researchers and their methods), or value system (e.g., people should heed medical
advice to maintain good health).

+Affective Component: The affective component of attitudes includes
feeling of like or dislike, representing our reaction to the cognitive aspect of the
attitude (B. Cohen and S. Areni). For example, after reading the medical journal's
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report about the way aspirin can effectively reduce heart attack risks, an individual
begins to form positive feelings toward aspirin and commences to consider it as a
viable treatement for maintaining good health.
•Behavioral or Conative Component: The behavioral or conative

component of attitudes represents our tendency to respond in a certain way, as an
expression of the favorable or unfavorable feelings formed eariler. The behavioral
component may take the form of overt behavior. For example, consumers' rush to
purchase and use aspirin after reading the medical report is manifestation of response
to the positive feelings generated by the article.

Figure 2-1: Attitude Components and Manifestations
Initiator
STIMULI
Products,
situations, retail
outlets, sales
personnel,
advertisements,
and other
attitude objects

Component

Component Maifestation

Attitude

Affective
Emotions, statements of
feeling about specific
attribuets or overall
obiect

OVERALL
ATTITUDE

Overall

Cognitive
Beliefs, statements of
nonevaluative beliefs
about specific attributes
or overall obiect

Orientation
Toward
Object

Behavioral
Overt action with
respect to specific
attributes, statements of
behavioral intentions
with respect to specific
attributes or overall

Sorce: Adapted from M. J. Rosenberg and C. I. Hovland (Attitude Organization and
Change Yale University Press, 1960, p. 3)

@Component Consistency: Figure 2-1 illustrates the three components of attitudes

described above. In general, all three components of attitudes tend to be consistent
with each other. This is of critical importance because it forms the basis for a
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substantial amount of marketing strategy. Consistency means that if we can influence
one component of consumer's attitude, the remaining components may shift also.
(I. Hawkins, A. Coney, and J. Best, 1990)

2.1.3 Forming Attitudes

According to the Psychology Book of A. Lefton (2001) documented that
individuals do not always publicity display their attitudes, especially when the
attitudes are not yet firmly established, or when their attitudes and behaviors are
inconsistent. What variables determine when attitudes are displayed or changed? Why
are some attitudes so hard to modify and others relatively easy to change? Most
important, how are attitudes formed?

@Learning Theories
According to attitudes are acquired through learning, beginning early in life.
Thus, psychologists rely on learning theories to explain how individuals form
attitudes. (Hanna Wozniak, 2001) Three leaning theory concepts that will help to
explain attitude formation are as following:

+Classical Conditioning (A theory of lvtm P. Pavlov : A view that learning
involves linking a conditioned stimulus and as unconditioned stimulus)
The

term

classical conditioning elicits

thoughts of the well-known

experiments by Pavlov with dogs (G. V. Anrep, 1927). The process of classical
conditioning involves forming a connection between a conditioned stimulus (in
Pavlov's case a bell) and an unconditioned stimulus (in Pavlov's case food) in order
to teach a desired reaction (salivation at the tone of the bell). To form the link
between the bell tone and food, Pavlov sounded a bell just before the dogs were
exposed to food. The bell tone was the conditioned stimulus (CS) and food was the
unconditioned stimulus (US). Eventually, after many repetitions, hearing the bell tone
caused Pavlov's dogs to expect food and salivate. The bell had come to produce the
same response, salivation (UR), originally produced only by food. A connection had
been formed, and a primitive variety of learning had taken place. A schematic
conceptualization of this process appears in Figure 2-2. (Hanna and Wozniak, 2001)
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Figure 2-2: Schemetic Presentation of Classical Conditioning
Conditioned Stimulus (CS)

Unconditioned Stimulus (US)

Unconditioned Response (UR)

Sorce: Adapted from Nessim Hanna and Richard Wozniak, "Consumer Behavior,"
Prentice-Hall, New Jersy, 2001.
The traditional interpretation of classical conditioning views learning as
forming connections or associations between environmental events (Richard E. Petty
and John T. Cacioppo, 1981 ). Some psychologists consider these associations to be
nothing more than linkages between two concepts; other psychologists regard these
associations as a fusing or blending so that two separate items are combined to form a
larger unit that has no immediate resemblance to either item alone (Bennett B.
Murdock Jr. , 1985). In a consumer behavior context, conditioned stimuli includes
products, brands, and stores, whereas unconditioned stimuli might include celebrities,
music, and humor. For example, studies have demonstrated that hearing music or
humor we like or dislike while being exposed to products can directly affect our
preferences for them (Gerald J. Gorn, 1982).
As Hanna and Wozniak (2001), for connections to be formed under classical
conditioning, four conditions must previal

ORepetition is the frequency of pairing a CS with an US. The more often the
CS and US are coupled, the more quickly learning occurs. Repetition is employed in
sheduling media for a campagn. Advertisers reiterate their messages in many ads and
commercials targeted to the same audience over a specified time period.

OContiguity involves special and temporal nearness. Learning occurs more
quickly when the CS is presented close to the US. In his experiment, Pavlov rang the
bell (CS) at about the same moment he exposed the dog to food (US). If the bell were
rung much earlier or later and in different surroundings, it would have been more
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difficult for the dogs to connect the bell tone with food . Marketers often try to
associate products and product use with pleasant imagery through temporal or spatial
proximity.

OContingency: To expedit learning via classical conditioning, stimuli should
be presented in the proper order. The contingency states that the CS should preceed
the US (John Kim, Chris T. Allen, and Frank R. Kardes, 1996). Research suggests the
CS has predictive or information value. lt signals that the US is about to occure. Thus,
the conditioned response (CR) is anticipatory (Robert A. Rescorla, 1967).

OCongruity: Finally, for associations to form between the CS and US, they
must be related in some meaningful way. This principle is known as congruity, the
consistency or relatedness of sequentially presented pairs of infonnational cues or
concurrently encountered elements comprising a stimulus event ( J. Meyers-Levy and

A. M. Tybout, 1989). Congruity and incongruity influences our processing and
memory for events. Incongruent information tend to more difficult to encode and
retrieve. Irrelevant information tends to produce lower recall.

+Operant Conditioning (A theory of B. F. Skinner: A view that learning is
driven by the positive or negative consequences of behavior)
Operant conditioning is driven by the consequences of behavior as subjects
discover that certain actions produce more desirable outcomes than others. In operant
conditioning, learning occures not through repetitive responses to contiguous stimuli
but through trial and error. When a behavior is followed by a reward, the subject is
more likely to repeat that behavior. In other words, people form a habit or response
tendency. On the other hand, when a person's behavior is punished, the subject tests
new responses and engages in alternate activities until his or her action are suitably
rewarded.
Whereas

classical

conditioning

involves

stimilus substitution, operant

conditioning involves response substitution (J. Charles Jones, 1967). Consumers who
are unsuccessful in obtaining a pleasing resolution to a buying situation are likely to
modify their solution until a subsequent response is found to be satisfactory.
Classical and operant conditioning are similar in one significant aspect. Both
models of learning ignore mental processes such as perception, thinking, and
reasoning. Subjects are passive and make no attempt to assess the nature of the
situation. Nor do they actively examine alternate response modes. In conditioning
model, learners do not think; they simply behave.( Hanna and Wozniak, 2001 )
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Hanna and Wozniak (200 I) documented that operant conditioning alters the
likelihood that a behavior will occur by changing the consequences of that behavior.
Unlike classical conditioning, operant conditioning proposes a sequence in which
behavior occurs first, perhaps in reaction to a cue. The behavior is then reinforced (or
punished), and the result is an increase (or decrease) in the proability that the response
will occur again. Reinforcement and punishment are, therefor, instrumental in
bringing about a behavioral change.
Reinforcement is a reward given to acknowledge a desire behavior and

increase the probability that it will be repeated in the future. It can be positive or
negative. Positive rein/orcement encourages behavior with pleasant consequences
such as fun, enjoyment, relaxation, or savings. Marketers offer attractive benefits and
other rewards to establish and bolster desired consumer behaviors. Neg<1tive
rein/orcement, on the other hand, offers the relief or removal of some adverse

situation to increase the frequency of behavior or to boost sales. For example, Bayer
Aspirin, Tylenol, and Advil promise pain relief
Punisliment is an aversive result that decrease the frequency of an undesirable

response. Punishment can take two forms. Frequently it involves something that
subjects percieve as painful or unpleasant. For example motorists who exceed the
posted speed limit may, if stopped by police, be required to pay a hefty fine.
Punishment may take the form of removal of something desirable or pleasant.
Reckless drivers with numerouse traffic violations may, as part of their penalty, have
their driving privileges suspended. Marketers do not have the power to punish
consumers for not taking a suggested action in any direct form, although some
observers regard certain marketing practices, such as fear and guilt advertising, as
falling under this label.

Figure 2-3: Schemetic Presentation of Operant Conditioning
Special Behavior

I

Sorce: Adapted from Nessim Hanna and Richard Wozniak, "Consumer Behavior,"
Prentice-Hall, New Jersy, 200 I .
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+Observational Learning
The social learning point of view asserts that people establish attitudes by
watching the behavior of someone they consider significant, and imitiating it. The
new attitudes peole eventually become their own. Suppose a young girl sees her father
react angrily to television news story that contradicts the family's religious faith. The
next time child hears a similar argument, she will likely mimic her father's attitude.
Children learn about new political ideas and interpersonal relationships through
observation, first at home and later at school among friends . (A. Lefton, 1991)

®Attribution Theories
According to attribute theory, we attempt to ascertain the causes of events in
our daily lives. We hypotheses about why things happen and who or what is
responsible for their occurrence. We also try to discern whether incidents are caused
by something internal or external to us. For example, if a homemaker buys a new
brand of cake mix and bakes a delicious dessert, the homemaker can attribute the
positive outcome either to one's own baking ability or to the qualities of the cake mix.
This process through which we determine causality exerts an effect on the attitudes
we form. (Valerie S. Folkes, 1988)
We make attributions in pat1 to determine how to respond to occurences now
and in the future. Homemakers who attribute their cake' s success to their own ability
would not necessarily form positive attitudes toward the new brand, because in their
view any brand would do the same. If, however, they attribute the cake's success to
the new brand, homemakers are more likely to develop positive attitude toward it and
select it again. (Hanna and Wozniak, 2001)
Attribution also provides insight for marketers in the Advertising area of
promotional claims and how these claims affect the fonnation of consumers' attitudes.
Prospects realize that some of the positive statements made by sellers about their
offerings are ploys to generate purchases. Consumers in this case tend to discount
such assertions as caused by the marketer's desire to promote their products-a
feeling that reduces the effectiveness of the promotional effort. To avoid this
possibility, researchers suggested the use of product disclaimers, or admission of
some product limitations or disadvantages in comparison to the competition. This
strategy may enhance the credibility of claims, creating a more favorable attitude
toward brand. (Robert B . Settle and L. L. Golden, 1974)
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As a conclusion, when people form attitudes about a group of people, series of
events, or a political philosophy, those attitudes help them categorize, process, and
remember the people, events, and ideas (Hymes, 1986). When people have strongly
held attitudes and adopt a specific belief, they are said to have a conviction. Once
people acquire a conviction, they think about it, become involved with it, and may
become emotional over it (which makes convictions long-lasting and resistant to
change). (A. Lefton, 1991)

2.1.4 Changing Attitude

It is important to remember that people's attitudes are not always reflected in
their behavior, and attitudes can change. Just as people learn attitudes, they can
unlearn them and learn new ones. New attitudes may impel a person to try a particular
brand of soap, vote the representative, or undergo a religious conversion. A common
avenue by which people's attitudes change is the mass media, particular television.
For many marketers and advertisers, attitude change is a primary goal. Attitude
change shifts a negative valence to a positive one or vice versa. It requires a change in
organization or structure of a belief, or a change in the content of a belief itself The
real challenge to marketers arises when the goal is to create favorable attitudes toward
a company or its products among consumers who do not regard them favorably.
(Hanna and Wozniak, 200 I)

The goal of television commercials is to change or reinforce people's
behavior. Commercials exhort viewers to drink Pepsi, not Coke; to drive a Volvo
instead of a SAAB; to say no to drugs; or to vote for Mr. Taksin. Their appeal may be
cognitive (one product tastes better than the others) or emotional (owning this product
will make you feel proud) (A. Lefton, 199 1). Whatever their appeal, commercials aim
to influence people' s convictions and over behavior. Research showed that television
advertising is effective (Barber, Bradshaw, and Walsh, 1989). It is not surprising that
television is the most influential medium of attitude change in the Western world,
given the fact that in the average American household,. the television is on for more
than four hours every day and has been shown to affect children profoundly (Huston,
Watkins, and Kunkel, 1989).
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As A. Lefton (1991), to change an attitude, a person must be motivated and
receptive. Moreover, the person who wished to effect the change must be persuasive.
Social psychologists have often listed the components of attitude change as
followings:

•The Communicato..: To be persuasive, a communicator- the person trying
to

influence

the

attitude

change-must

project

integrity,

credibility,

and

trustworthiness. If people don't trust, respect, or like the communicator, they are
unlikely to change their attitudes. For example, Chaiken and Eagly (1 983) have found
that the percieved power, prestige, celebrity, prominance, and degree of attractiveness
of communicator are extremely important. Similarly, a speaker regarded as
knowledgeable and important, but who speaks inexpertly or uses too technical a
vocabulary, is not likely to effect attitude change (Lee and Ofshe, 1981).

•The Communication: Presenting a clear, convincing, and logical argument
is the most effective tool for changing attitudes. Changing attitudes is more likely
when the targeted attitudes is not too different from an existing one and when the
audience is not highly involved with particular point of view (Johnson and Eagly,
1989). In addition, communicating fear is effective in motivating attitude change,
especially when health issues are not concerned (Robberson and Rogers, 1988) and
the communicating does not overdo the fear appeal. As Bornstein (1989), researchers
also find that if people hear an argument, commercial, or political view often enough,
they begin to believe it, regardless of its value. Repeated exposure to situations can
change attitudes. For example, after seeing numerous commercials showing one
battery brand outperform the competition, a television viewer may change his or her
attitude toward the product from neutral to positive (Petty and Cacioppo, 1981 ).

•The Medium: The way in which communication is presented- its
medium- influence people's receptiveness to change. For example, face-to-face
communication has more impact than communication through television or in writing.
Thus, although candidates for public rely on TV, radio, and printed ads, meeting
people face-to-face is a stronger persuasion tool. And because friends are more trusted
than the media, information received from friends is considered more influential.
Costanzo et al. (1986) suggested that "Media sources are effective in creating
awareness of a new technology, but interpersonal sources exert a far greater influence
on the decision to adopt a new technology". Leonard-Barton (1981) showed that the
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best predictor of whether a customer will purchase solar equipment is the number of
acquantances he or she has who currently own such devices.
+The Audience: From time to time, people actually want to have their

attitudes changed; they seek out alternative views. At other times, they fold their
armes across their chesta and announce, "It' s going to take an act of Congress to
change my mind" (Johnson and Eagly, 1989). This is in part age-related; people are
most susceptible to attitude changes in early adult years, and susceptibility to change
drops off in later years (Krosnick and Alwin, I 989). Changing people's attitudes, and
ultimately their behavior, can be difficult if they well-established habits (which often
come with advancing age) or highly motivated in the opposite direction.

2.2 Beliefs

It is important to recognize that attitudes are different from personal values
and beliefs. Beliefs encompass what we think or belief about the things that make up
the world that we live in. (Hawkins, A Coney, and J. Best, 1990) The term of belief is
reserved for information that a person has about other peopl, object (e.g., advertising),
and issues (Petty and Caioppo, 1981 ).

2.2.1 Definition of Beliefs

By definition, a belief "associates an object with attribute" (Ajzen and
Fishbein 1980). The term belief is reserved for information that a person has about
other people, objects (e.g., advertising), and issues (Petty and Cacioppo 1981 ). An
attitude, on the other hand, is used to refer to "a general and enduring positive or
negative feeling about some person, object (e.g. , advertising), or issues" (Petty and
Cacioppo 1981 ). For example, a belief about advertising in general assumes as object
(i.e., advertisng)- attribute relationship (e.g., advertising helps raise the standard of
living). This belief about advertising in general is distinct from a belief about a
specific advertisement. It also differs from a person' s general evaluation or attitude
about advertising in general (e.g., "I like advertising"). (J. Craig Adrews, 1989)
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2.2.2 Beliefs and Attitudes

Whereas attitudes refer to a person's favorable or unfavorable evaluation of
the object, beliefs represent the information people have about object to some
attribute. The terms of "object" and "attribute" are used in a generic sense, and they
refer to any discriminable aspect of the individual's world. The object of a belief may
be a person , a group of people, an institution, a behavior, a policy, an event, etc., and
the associated attribute may be any object, trait, property, quality, characteristic,
outcome, or event. (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975)

With respect to any object-attribute association, people may differ in their
belief str·ength. In other words, they may differ in terms of the percieved likelihood
that the object has (or is associated with) the attribute in question. Thus belief may be
measured by a procedure which places the subject along a dimension of subjective
probability involving an object and some related attribute. The use of subjective
probability in relation to beliefs has increased in recent years, and several recent
models of belief change have applied mathematical probability theory to make
predictions about subjective probabilities, i.e., beliefs. (Cronkhite,
1970; Warr and Smith,

1970~

1969~

Scheibe,

Wyer, 1970)

People associate the object with various attributes. They form beliefs about
theirselves, about other people, about institutions, behaviors, events, etc. The totality
of a person's beliefs serves as the informational base that ultimately determines their
attitudes, intentions, and behaviors.

An information-processing approach is also viewed as underlying the
formation of attitudes. Specifically, a person's attitude toward an object is based on
his or her salient beliefs about that object. An individual's attitude toward the church,
for example, is a function of his or her belief about the church. If those beliefs
associate the object with primarily favorable attributes, his or her attitude will tend to
be positive. Conversely, a negative attitude will result if the person associates the
church with primarily unfavorable attributes. It can thus be seen that a person's
attitude toward some object is determined by his or her beliefs that the object has
certain attributes and by his evaluations of those attributes. (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975)
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It is clear that attitude is viewd as affective or evaluation in nature, and that it

is determined by the person's beliefs about the attitude object. Most people hold both
positive and negative beliefs about an object, and attitude is viewed as corresponding
to the total affect associated with their beliefs. (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) We can see
the interrelationship between beliefs and attitudes as in the Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-4: Schematic presentation of conceptual framework relating beliefs,
"--',//"' attitudes, intension, and behaviors with respect to a given object.
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Source: Martin Fishbein and Iceck Ajzen, "Belief, Attitude, Intention, and Behavior,"
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., "1975, p. 17

2.2.3 The Definition of Perception

Perception is The process by which the viewer receives messags through the
various senses, interprets the messagea, and files them away in memory. (E. Moriarty,
1991)

As in the "Contemporary Advertising" of F. Arenes (1999), people who are
about to engage in a business exchange sometimes feel apprehansive. They may
worry about that the exchange is not equal, even when it is truly fair. This is where
perception comes in. The perception of inequity is more likely if customer has little
knowledge of the product. In this case, the more knowledgeable party (the seller)
must reassure the buyer- perhaps through advertising-that an equal exchange is
possible. If the seller can provide the information and inspiration the buyer seeks, the
two may recognize that a percieved equal-value exchange exists. Without this
perception, though, an exchange is unlikely. Thus, marketing is actually concerned
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with two levels of customer perception: the perception of the product or service, and
the perception of needs, wants, and objectives.

So advertisers must first develop customers' perception of the product itself
(awareness, attitude, interest) and then a belief in the product's ability (value) to
satisfy the customers' perceived want or need (utility). The greater a customer's need,
the greater the potential value or utility of need-satisfying product. Advertising may
use a variety of techniques to accomplish this. By using just the right mood lighting or
music, for example, a TV commercial can simultaneously capture customers'
attention and stimulate their emotionals toward the goal of need or want fulfillment. If
customers are aware of the product and its values, and if they decide to satisfy the
particular want or need the product addresses, they are more likely to act (John
Kenneth Gallbraith, 1988). The term of perception is used to refer as the personalized
way we sense, interpret, and comprehend various stimuli. This definition suggests
there are several key elements to the consumer perception process, as shown in the
Figure 2-7. (F. Arenes, 1999).

Figure 2-5: The model of the consumer perception process portrays how
cosumers perceive, accept, and remember an ad or other
Physical data
(Stimuli)
* Ad/commercial
*Promotion
•News item
• Product/store
•Price tag
• Conversation

Physical screen Psychological screens
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(emotional)
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*Touch
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*Smell

• Personality
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(awareness)
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• Information
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I

• - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _J

Feedback

Sorce: William F. Arenes, "Contemporary Advertising", McGraw-Hill, 1999, p. 131

2.2.4 Selective perception and Belief of Advertising
David A Aaker ( 1992) has documented that people may fail to believe the
persuasive message because of the way in which they selective perceive the meaning
of the message in accordance with old beliefs. More specifically, selective perception
can lead to the misunderstanding of a message because of misindexing or message
distortion.
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@The Problem of Misindexing: Any particular communication may seem
relevant to many different kinds of beliefs; it might be "viewed in the light of' many
different past experiences. The question of which attitudes will be influenced by given
advertisement depends upon the way in which the reader, listener, or viewer classifies
or categorizes the tentative meaning of the advertising message as he or she begin to
decode it.
This kind of classification of messages has been variosly referred to by
communications researchers and psychologists as "cognitive tuning" or "message
indexing" (Percy H. Tannenbaum, 1955). Belief in advertising messages is commonly
impaired by three kinds of misindexing. The reader, listener, or viewer may "get hung
up on the advertisement itself' and never get around to thinking about the advertised
product or service. The mind may be led astray by some "borrowed attention" device
in the advertisement. The advertisement may stir up thoughts about competing
products or more general issues than the advertiser had in mind.

•Graphically
The first kind of misindexing is graphically described by Alfred Politz ( 1960)
as "Imagine a room with a large window that look out on a beautiful countryside. On
the wall opposite the window are three mirrors. The first mirror is uneven, spotted,
and dirty looking. The second mirror is clean and neat, and in addition is framed by a
beautiful ornamental engraving. The third mirror has no frames or ornament, and is
nothing but plain, but perfectly flawless mirror. Now, an observer (critic or client) is
taken into the room and his guid points to the first mirror and says, "What do you
see?" The observer says, "I see a bad mirror." His !:,>uid points to the second mirror
and asks again, "What do you see?" The observer says, "I see a beatiful mirror."
Finally, his guid points to the third mirror and says, "What do you see?" The observer
says, "I see a beautiful scene out of an open window.""
Just as many supposedly fine mirrors are much too gaudy and and distract
attention from that which they are supposed to reflect, many advertisements have a
comparable defect. The "addy" advertisement may attract attention, but it often
distracts from the message about the product or service. People tend to react to such
advertisement as ads. They may think them very bad, very good, ve1y pretty, or very
novel; but they never quie get around to reacting to what it is the ad is "saying" about
the product or service.
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•Attention-Getting Devices

The second common type of misindexing of advertising relates to the hazards
of using attention-getting devices not appropriate to consumers' attitudes toward the
product being advertised. In such instances the reader, listener, or viewer is not likely
to stimulate thoughts about the subject from which attention was "borrowed."
People are not obliged to understand the intended advertising message once
they are "pulled into the ad." The viewr can "get into the ad." Reflect upon the
personal meaning of the borrowed-attention device, and "get out of the ad" without
ever having any compunction about the advertisement. So, attention-getting devices
should start the viewer's stream of consciousness toward, not away from, the intended
meaning of message.
+Me-Tooism

R

The third manner in which advertisements are commonly misindexed is by
"me-tooism." Some advertisers apparently cannot resist the temptation to emulate
claims made by their more successful compettitors, or to imitate the advertising styles
of such competitors, even though these claims or styles may have become fixed in
people's minds as the "hallmarks" for competing brand.
Television commercials have an advantage over printed advertisemnts in this
regard. The most noticeable features of a printed advertisement must quickly stir the
reader's recollections or expectations about the product if the message is to be
properly indexed. But the television commercial can have greater influence on the
viewer's "stream of consciousness" than that.
The commercial can begin with a human interest drama and lead gradually
into the advertissing message, so long as the "tie-in" is accomplished in a way in
which the consumer sees the product often leads to strong recall of the commercial,
but without any "stirring up" of attitudes toward the product.

®The Problem of Distortion

Suppose that an advertisement has arrested attention of intended audience and
has been properly indexed. Is the advertiser now assured that his message will be
believed? Of course not. The old beliefs already lodge in people's minds still have
ample opportunity to resist the change called for by the advertising message.
People see meaning which they expect to see. If the message meaning does not
"fall into place" with old beliefs, an uncomfortable "imbalance" is created, and
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feelings of curiosity or doubt are likely to ensure. Such imbalance-often referred to
as cognitive dissonance--can be resolved in one of two ways: by changing old beliefs
to conform to the

message~

or through distortion of the meaning of the message so

that the message more easily fits in with old beliefs (Leo Festinger, "A Theory of
Cognitive Dissonance," 195 7).

In conclude, if the advertiser can count on the favorability of the consumer' s
attitudes to lead to a favorable kind of "filling in," it may be well to create an implicit
advertising message, leaving room for the consumer to decide for him/herself why the
product or service is be preferred.

2.3 Values of T elevision Advertising

Eff S,,.,,

If we consider to one of the powerful advertising medium, we will always
think about television advertising. Television is an ideal advertising medium because
it is used by virtually every segment of population and is generally regarded as
authoritative, exciting, and influential. Television encompasses all of the senses, using
sight, sound, and motion, and it offers advertisers unlimited creative flexibility and
high audience involvement. In spite of its already high penetration among audience
and national advertisers, it continues to grow. (J. Thomas Russell and W. Ronald
Lane, 1993)

How does television advertising work? This question does not a simply
answer. One thing we do know is that television advertising may communicate a
number of messages in a number of areas simultaneously. Everything about the
success of a particular advertisement depends on the target audience receiving and
processing it accurately and completely (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty, 2000).
Advertisements must be consistent with the values of a people. If they are not, they
will likely be rejected. F. Alwitt and R. Prabhaker have documented that the values of
television advertising that serve for people may be referred to how television
advertising is relevant to them .

In the term of relevance, people will pay attention to advertising only if it is
worth their while to do so. They make a deal with advertiser: "Make it worth my time
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and I'll pay attention to your message as long as it does not bore me." According to
the selective perception, people pay attention to ads that speak to their personal
concerns and interests by providing information about such things as work, hobbies,
roles, and relationships. Selection-being interested in one thing and not in something
else--is also driven by changing conditions. For example, when we are hungry or
thirsty, we pay more attention to food and drink ads. (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty,
2000)

2.3.l Definition of Advertising and Its roles
J. Russell and W. Lane ( 1993) have defined advertising as an integral part of

our economic system and has a direct relationship with the manufacture, distribution,
marketing, and scale of goods and services. It is the communications arm of the
marketing process. It is a method of delivering a message from a sponsor, through a
formal communication channel, to a desired audience. Advertising has always been
necessary to bring buyers and sellers together. Businesses need advertising and
advertising itself is a vital business. Advertising is functioning in a changing
economic and social climate.

In the research study of John Philip Jones (1995), he concluded that "the
strongest ad campaigns can triple sales, whereas the weakest can cause sales to fa11 by
more than 50 percent." According to Jones, effective ads have three qualities: (1) The
ad itself has to be attractive enough for consumers to lokk at, it has to have likability.;
(2) All effective advertising is totally visual. ; and (3) The ads must have more than
warm, fuzzy imagery. (Kevin Sullivan, 1996)

J. Russell and W. Lane (1993) have identified about the several roles of

advertising as followings:

1. What Advertising Does For People. The most important thing advertising
does is give consumers influence, or more accurately, more influence over their
economic lives: "The institutional aspects of advertising are to be found in its
perfomance of the function of supplying market information. In purely competitive
markets ... .it is the data which brings buyer and seller together and which possesses
utility in facilitating the exchange of property (James W. Carey, I 960) Advertising is
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a necessary ingredient in the complex economic system that allows consumers a wide
array of choice and availability of product.

2. What Advertising Does For Business. Without advertising, businesses
would not be able to bring new products to the attention of enough consumers fast
enough to make the enormous cost of creating, developing, manufacturing, and
distributing these products a rational business proportion. In a mass-market economy,
companies are limited in the ways they can inform prospects of new products and
services. In addition to creating new markets, advertising also is instrumental in
revitalizing old markets and in maintaining and defending markets for established
brands.
3. What Advertising Does For Society. One of the world's largest

advertising agencies, McCann-Erickson USA, has as its motto "Truth Well Told."
This motto summarizes what good advertising should be and how it can best
contribute to social well-being. Advertising revenues support a diverse and
independent press protected from government and special interest control. As a key
communication link in the marketing process, it is also a major stimulant to vigorous
economic growth and stability.

As a conclusion, advertising exists because: ( 1) It is a pait of our
communication system., (2) It advises people of the availability of goods and
services., and it provides information to assist in making informed decisions., (3) It
advises people of their tights and obligations as citizens., and (4) An its various
forms, guids, directs, persuades, and warns us about a myriad of thing we need to
consider in our daily lives. (J. Russell and W . Lane, 1993)

2.3.2 How Advertising Works

Both acadamics and professionals agree that advertising works in many
different ways. John R. Rossiter, Larry Percy and Robert J. Donovan ( 1991 ), a
research team comprised of well-respected advertising professionals and university
researchers, noted:

"There is much debate and cOJrff.icting evidence about "how ad\' JI/Ork. " What
is clear is that there is no one waJt

irz, which

ad\· work. Rather, it depend\· on the

advertising situation."
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While there are many different situations, Figure 2-10 illustrates some of
typical ways advertising can work. On the left side is the exposure to advertising,
indicating that the target market is exposed to the ad campaign. The middle categ01y
shows some of typical mental actions that can result from advertising exposure. These
mental actions are usually communication riented because they include such factors
as product awareness, knowledge, attitude, and image. The column on the right
indicates some of typical market actions that can be attributed to effective advertising.
These include: inquiry about the product, product trial, product purchase, and loyalty,
which refers to repurchasing the product.

Figure 2-6: Examples of How Advertising Can Work
Typical Market Actions
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Sorce: Dean M. Krugman, Leonard N. Roid, S. Watson Dunn, and Arnold M. Barban,
"Advertising: Its Role in Modern Marketing," The Dryden Press, Forthworth, 1994

Advetiising can develop brand awareness, which can directly lead to having
the consumer inquire about the product, try the product, purchase the product, or
remain loyal to the product. Advertising can play a role in both consumer awareness
and knowledge abouy brand attributes or benefits. The consumer is learning more.
Such learning plays a role in product inquiry, trial, purchase, or loyalty. Advertising
can help develop or enhance a favorable attitude about brand, and also help develop
and enhance an image or felling about the brand. The image creates a portrait or
feeling about the brand or an association with an experience. At time, a favorable
attitude toward the advertisement play a role in the development of positive feeling
about the brand. Studies have found a strong correlation between brand attitude and
attitude toward ad (Aaker, Batra, and Myers, 1992). In other words, liking the ads
leads to

liking the brand. This in turn, can lead to any of the typical outcomes:

inquiry, trial, purchase, or repurchase. Moreover, advertising can also serve as a
reminder to prompt reuse, especially for those products that are continually or
routinely purchased. Advertising servs as a reminder to buy the specific brand, which
can lead loyalty. (M. Krugman, N. Roid, Dunn, and M. Barban, 1994)
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CHAPTER3
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

3.1 Theory of Framework

3.1.1 Attitudes Toward Television Advertising in General

Attitudes focuse on some topic that provides a focal point for people's beliefs
and feelings. Attitudes also trend to be enduring. People can hold the attitudes for
months or even years. We develop and learn attitudes, we are not born with them.
Because attitudes are learned, we can change them, unlearn them, or replace them
with new ones. Attitudes also vary in direction and in strenght. That is, an attitude

can be positive or negative, reflecting like or dislike. (Wells, Bernett, and Moriarty,
1992)

R. Kardes (1999) stated that an attitude is an evaluative j udgement. An
evaluative judgment has two main components: direction (e.g., good or bad, positive
or negative) and extremity (e.g., slightly good, somewhat good, fairly good, very
good, extremely good). An evaluation is always made with respect to some target
object or issue. The object can be general (e.g., soft drinks, shopping place,
advertising) or specific (e.g., Coca-Cola, Siam Center, and DT AC' s television
advertising). Furthermore, the object can be a physical object (like a consumer
product) or an abstract issue (such as a political platform or an economic theory).

The most widely held view of the structure of an attitude is that it is made up
of three closely interrelated components: cognitive (awareness, comprehension,
knowledge), affective (evaluation, liking, preference), and conative (action tendencies
such as intentions, trial, or purchase). Attention is usual.ly focused on the middle

(affective) component, assessing the degree of positive or negative f eelings for an
object The underlying assumption is that this overall liking component is based on
the cognitive component (beliefs and knowledge about the brand) and then leads to
the intention to tty (or lack of it). ln other words, we buy something because we like
it, a1:1d we like it because we cognitively evaulate its benefits to us as good. (David A
Aaker, Rajeev Batra, and Michael L. Ray, 1992)
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There have recently been arguments that people often develop overall
attitudinal liking for objects without first cognitively evaluating them as good, with
such overall attitudes being based purely on emotions and feelings rather than some
rational, cognitive belief- or benefit-based evaluation (Sid Hecker, 1985). This might
be especially true in situations where consumers lack the interest or knowledge
(motivation and ability) to really think about the merits of competing brands.
However, in the kind of high-involvment situation where consumers actually base
their overall attitudes toward competing brands on the basis of an evaluation (either
through, or more casual) of the benefits offered by these different brands. In such
situation, the marketers must know how to measure overall attitude and to understand
the basis on which it is formed, in order to develop an advertising campaign that
strives to increase the favorability of attitudes toward the brand. (David A Aaker,
Rajeev Batra, and Michael L. Ray, 1992)

3.1.2 Perception Facto1·s about Television Advertising

Bauer and Greyser (1968), Andrews (1989), Zanot (1981), and Muehling
(1987) directly measured the beliefs about television advertising. The beliefs they
have investigated can be categorized as follows:

®Perception of The Personal and Social Benefits or Costs of TV Advertising:
To any businesses, advertising pays back more than it costs. If advertising
didn't pay, no one would use it. And the various news and entertainment media that
depend on advertising for financial suppoti would go out of business.
Proponents of advertising say it is therefore safer to buy advertised products
because, when company's name and reputation are on line, it tries harder to fulfill its
promises (especially when it lists product benefits). Advertising is both applauded and
criticized not only for its role in selling products but also for its influence on the
economy and society. (F. Arens, 1999)
To the economy as a whole, the importance of advertising may be best be
demonstrated by abudance principle. This states that in economy that produces more
goods and services than can be consumed, advertising serves two impo11ant purposes:
It keeps consumers informed of their alternatives (perfect information), and it allows

companies to compete more effectively for consumer Bahts (self-interest). This
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competition generally results in more and better products as similar or lower prices.
(F. Arens, 1999)
Advertising stimulates competition (many buyers and sellers). In countries
where consumers have more income to spend after their phisical needs are satisfied,
advertising also stimulates innovation and new products. However, no amount of
advertising can achieve long-term acceptance for products that do not meet consumers
approval. The freedom to advertise encourages businesses to create new brands and
improve old ones. When one brand reaches market dominance, smaller brands may
disappear for a time. But the moment a better product comes along and is advertised
skillfully, the dominant brand loses out to the newer, better product. (F. Arens, 1999)
In the mid- 1960, Ernest Dichter, a psychologist known as the father of
motivational research, asserted that a product's image, created in part by advertising
and promotion., is an inherent feature of the product itself (Ernest Dichter, 1964).
Subsequent studies showed that while an ad may not speak directly about a product' s
quality, the positive image conveyd by advertising may imply quality, the product
more desirable to the consumer, and thereby add value to the product (Richard E.
Kihlstrom and Michael H. Riordan, 1984). That's why people pay more for Bufferin
than for an unadvertised brand displayed right next to it-even though by law all
buffered aspirin is functionally the same (Ivan Preston, 1994)
Advertising also creates added value by educating customers about new uses
for a product. Kleenex, for example, was originally advertised as a makeup remover,
later as a disposable handkerchief In additional, many of our wants are emotional,
social, or psychological rather than functional. One way we communicate who we are
(or want to be) is through the products we purchase and display. By associating the
product with some desirable image, advertising offers people the opportunity to
satisfy those psychic or symbolic wants and needs. (F. Arens, 1999)

@The Evaluation of How TV Commercials Are Executed:
Hunley Baldwin (1989) has documented that people have built-in perceptual
defenses and resistance to persuasive messages that such advertising must confront
and overcome. The advertisers should know what and how people say about ads.
What people say comes from strategy, while how peole say it is a product of creativity
and execution (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty, 1989). F. Alwitt and R. Prabhaker
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(1992) have documented about the evaluations of how television commercials are
executed as followings:
+Poor Taste
We all have our own ideas as to what constitutes good taste. Unfortunately,
these ideas vary so much that create general guidelines for good taste in advertising is
difficult. Different things offend different people. Of course, taste is just that, a
personal and inherently subjective evaluation. Although certain ads might be in bad
taste in any circumstance, viewer reactions are affected by such factors as sensitivity
to product category, the time the message is received, and whether the person is alone
or with others when viewing the message. In addition, taste changes over time. What
is offensive today may not be considered offensive in the future.
The television commercial which is in poor taste may be refered to the one
delivering the unfavorable surprising to the viewers in various ways such as the story
is silly, using the complicated messages or statements which implied as more than one
meaning; picture demonstration seen as not beauty or it may express too much of
sexual or nudity stimulus; using the sound effects or music which do not produce a
good sense; and etc. Many of commercials apply some poor taste techniques in order
to be appealed for the viewers.
+Funny or Clever
Funny or clever television ads are often among the most recognized, talked
about, and memorablea ads that people see. Funny or clever of advertising can take on
many forms such as using a word or phrase in a way that suggests interpretations;
using message to express the opposite of what one really means; speaking or acting
without seriousness; producing the demonstration as laughable or ridiculous; and etc.

+Inc1·easing in Offensiveness
Now a day, the proportion of sexual content has increased over the past. The
public is seeing more eroticism and nudity in ads and commercials. Increases in
sexual suggestiveness and nudity in advertising do not mean that "sexy" ads and
commercials are more effective, however (M. Krugman N. Roid, S. Dunn, and M.
Barban, 1994). However, where nudity is relevant to the product, people are less
likely to regard it obscene or offensive. (F. Arenes, 1999)
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@Perception that Television Advertising is Deceptive:
According to M. Krugman, N. Roid, Dunn, and M. Barban ( 1994), the U.S.
Federal Trade Commision (FTC) described the specific rules or guidelines of
deceptive advertising from the past cases as:
•Ambiguous statements that readily lend themselves to both truthful and
misleading interpretations are deceptive.
•An ad is deceptive if it fails to disclose important facts when such omissions
would deceive a substantial segment of the public.
•Celebrities or expert endorsers must have made honest comparisons between
the product and its competitors; if the endorment is one of personal usage, they must
be bone fide users of the product.
M. Krugman, N. Roid, Dunn, and M. Barban (1994) have identified the
meaning of deceptive adve1tising as: the adJ1ertising

mes.~age

that communicates-

by statement, implication, or omission-11roduct values or benefits tltllt are at

variance with the.facts.
Now a day, the most of advertisements are made to be a great story, but hide
pictures which does not work to get anyone to buy anything. The trick photography or
computer manipulation is applied to enhance a product's appearance. Ambiguos
statements are used to both mislead and disclose material facts. The message states
some but not all of product's contents, or make false comparisons either explicitly or
by implication. Some make an advertising promise that cannot be kept, for example
"restore youth." However, the fact is that advertising, by nature, is not "perfect
information" (F. Arenes, 1999). It is biased in favor of the advertiser and the brand.
People expect that and don't usually mind it.

@Perceptions of Offensive Aspects of Television Advertising:
A pervasive and long-standing critism of advertising 1s that it is often
offensive and the appeals are typically in poor taste. Offensiveness is short-term style
argument that speaks to externalities (F. Arenes, 1999). Taste, of course, is higly
subjective: What is bad taste to some is perfectly acceptable to others. And taste
change. What is considered offensive today may not be so tomorrow.
Offensive ads tend to exhibit bad taste in message content or the advertised
product is considered offensive itself The offended consumers believe that particular
kind of product should not be advertised, for example, a whiskey, a cigaratte, a
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personal hygiene product, and etc. O.ffensive ads are ads that are l'algar or morally

bad in people opinion. They may be dishonest or untrue. They may he ads for
something people don't think should be sold or used. They may be offensive because
of the way in which they are done such as: the story is silly; too much sexual stimuli
and/or too much violence are utilized; and people may think such ads should not be
allowed, for example, ads which are bad for children, ads which contain misleading
statement, and etc. The main thing is that people feel strongly that such ads are wrong.
(Raymond A Bauer and Stephen A Greyser, 1968)
However, the consumers' responses are vary and unpredictable. As Bauer and
Greyser (op cit., pp. 309-310) have stated that "In short, it is very important to note
that many of the same things which annoy and offend some people, please and inform
others .... Both common sense and much data from copy research and other
adve11ising research show beyond question that virtually never does a particular ad or
campaign elict the same response from everyone. One person's charming fantasy is
another's sillyness".

®Perceptions that Television Advertisements are Shown Too Often:
It is recognized that television advertisements are much more in today society
than it used to be. Provided that thoundsand of new products and services from many
companies are launched every year, so t he demand for advertising are increasing
continuously. Advertising grew because the businesses needed to sell their products or
services. Thus the growth of advertising parallels with the growth of industrialization.
However, many people argue that creating differences by advertising is totally
unnecessary for the certain products which have similar qualities but only difference
is just the brandname and packaging. People also conceive that television
advertisements intrude their favorite television programs. Most of them complained
about the incessant intrusion of commercials. For example, just when a movie is
reaching its thrilling conclusion- on come the ads. The involuntary and frequent
intrusion of advertisements on television has made television advertising the most
distrusted form of afvertising among consumers (C. 0 Guinn, T. Allen, and J.
Somenik, 1997).
F . Alwitt and R. Prabhaker (1992) categorized about the perceptions that
television advertisements are too often or too much as: (1) There seems to be more
advertising on television now than there used to be., (2) Most commercials break on
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television have too many commercials in a row., and (3) The same television ads are
constantly shown again and again.

@Perceptions that Telavision Advertising Does Not Offer Info ..mation:
It is argued that advertising does not provide good enough product

information. Many advertisements frequently carry little actual product information.
What they do carry just create a mood. Any simple fact can be embellished and made
more attractive and persuasive. The art of advertising is to find a way with words and
images to make the commonplace or straightfonvard product, company, or idea seem
more attractive and desirable. However, good atls should contllin information on

.functional features llnd performance results. The relevant information for the buyer
is information that relates to criteria being used to judge the satisfaction potential of
the product, and that satisfaction is quite often nonutilitarian (C. 0 . Guinn, T. Allen,
and J. Somenik, 1997).
Moreover, in stead of educating consumers about what the product or brand
does for them, a number of ads today overemphasize about the the kind of people who
use the product or brand advertised. This may persuades or mislead consumers to try
such things that they really don't want. Linda M. Scott ( 1994) has stated that
"consumers determine what ads mean, and since they are socially situated within
significant groups, their interpretations will be affected by those group memberships."

3.1.3 Value .F actors of Television Advertising

F. Alwitt and R Prabhaker ( 1992) have investigated about the values that
television advertising serves for a viewer and how it fits into his or her life can be
categorized as follows:

@Knowledge Factor:
Television advertising may help some viewers learn about products and

services which c<m be useful/or them. Although many ads are devoid of information,
providing the consumers with relevant information that will aid decision making is
still the main function of adverti sing. Raymon A. Bauer and Stephen A. Greyser
( 1968) have defined the meaning of informative advertisements as:
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"These are ads that you learn something from that you are glad to hww or
know about. 1hey may tell you about a new product or service, or they may tell you
something new about a product or service you were already.familiar with. The main
thing is that they help you in one way or another because t?f the ir!formation they
provide."
The supporters of advertising stated that advertising educates consumers,
equipping them with the information they need to make infonned purchase decisions
(C. 0 . Guinn, T. Allen, and J. Somenik, 1997). By regularly assesing information and

advertising claims, consumers become more educated regarding the features, benefits,
functions, and values of products. Further, consumers can become more aware of their
own tendencies toward being persuaded and relying on certain types of product
information. The information given depends on the needs of target audience.( Wells,
Burnett, and Moriarty, 2000)
According to be in the context of affluent society, individuals will turn to
goods and services to satisfy needs. Advertising may provides the consumers with
reasons to switch brands by presenting reasons through copy or graphics.
Convenience, high quality, lower price, warranties, or celebrity endorser are all
possibilities. (Wells, Burnett, and Moriarty, 2000) Many products are said to directly
address the requirements of one or more of these need states. For example, many
personal care products, such as the skin care system promote feelings of self-esteem,
confidence, glamour, and romance (C. 0. Guinn, T. Allen, and J. Somenik, 1997)
In pursuit of esteem, many consumers buy products they percieve to have
status and prestige: expensive jewelry, clothing, automobiles, and homes are
examples. Though it may be difficult to buy self-actualization, ownership of some
products can help promote feelings of pride and accomplishment. (C. 0 . Guinn, T.
Allen, and J. Somenik, 1997)

®Hedonic Factor:
Television advertising may be seen as ll source of entertllinment. As such it is
rewarding for some viewers yet an irritation and unrewarding for others. Several
studies investigated the effects of "mood" (Edell and Burke, 1957), "music" (Gorn,
1982), and other ways of making the advertising process more entetaining (e.g.,
Heley, Richardson, and Balwin, 1984), thereby making it more plaesant. Raymon A.
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Bauer and Stephen A. Greyser ( 1968) defined the meamng of enjoyable
advertisements as:
"These are ads that give you a pleasant feeling for any reason whatsoever.
They might be enteraining, amusing, especially attractive, or well done. You might
enjoy them whether or not you are interested in what is advertised. The main thing is
you like them and are pleased you saw or heard them."

Television adverting in the past was just like propaganda, and the public
would simply ignore it. Unlike the old days when television commercials were boring,
today's commercials are part of the entertainment on the tube. The sense of humour
that many ads have is exceptionally good. The pleasant music and well-known
personalities also attract the public attention and induce them to watch a commercial
more than once. Many of television viewers now stay glued their seats when they see
a new commercial on the air.

@Social Learning J?actor:
Television advertising may offer information which helps a person learn

how to act with others. The socialization function represents the process by which
consumers use television advertising to learn about cuITent fashions and trends and to
choose products that they feel are appropriate for their lifestye. According to Kubey
and Csikszentmihalyi (1990), "···:just a television tell us what to buy and how to
manage every other facet <?.f life." A creative strategy which may fulfill this function is

the resonance approach (Frazer, 1983).
Moreover, television advertising may help viewer to be more confident in the
product/brand used. It may show viewer what sort of people use the particular product
or brand advertised. For example, consumers may forget why they bought a particular
brand of microwave or automobile.

@Affirmative of Value Factor:
It is important to note that viewers do respond to commecials in terms of predetermined brand attitudes and images (A. Aaker, 1992). Television advertising may

offer a l 1iewer a way to express or affirm his or her onw

mlue.~.

Advertising may

help to remind the consumer constantly about the name of brand, its benefits, and its
value. These same messages help reinforce the consumer's decision.
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This function concerns consumers' needs to affirm their own values through
watching television advertising. That is, they identify with the types of people who
use specific products. Most television advertising seems to provide this function.
(Fazer, 1983).

3.2 Conceptual Framework

Figure 3-1: The Conceptual Framework

Independent Variables

Dependent Variable

Perceptions Components
I. Personal and social
benefits/costs
2. Execution
3. Deceptive
4. Too much/often
5. Offensive
6. Informative

Evaluations
of
TV

Values Components
1.
2.
3.
4.

Advertising

ilh

Hedonic
Knowledge
Affirmative of value
Social learning/contact

3.3 Hypotheses Statements

Ho 1:

There is no influence of perceptions components on the evaluations of
television advertising.

Ha I :

There is an influence of perceptions components on the evaluations of
television advertising.
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Ho2:

There is no influence of values components on the evaluations of television
advertising.

Ha2:

There is an influence of values components on the evaluations of television
advertising.

3.4 The Operational Definitions of Influencing Variables are as follows:

@Attitudes toward TV Advertising in General

How respondent feels about TV advertising on a pair of adjective:

•!• Like-Dislike
+ 10-point numerical scale is employed to measure the feeling about TV advertising,

with anchored point from 0 as dislike to 10 as like.

@Overall Beliefs About TV Advertising
1. Perceptions of the personal and social benefits or costs of TV advertising

a.

TV advertising results in better products for the public.

b.

You can trust brands advertised on TV more than brands not advertised on
TV.

c.

TV advertising helps raise our standard ofliving.

d.

TV advertisements help me find products that match my personality and
interests.

e.

I am willing to pay more for a product that is advertised on TV.

+ l 0-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10
as agree.

2. Perceptions of how TV commercial are executed

a.

Most TV commercials are in poor taste

b.

A lot of TV adve1tising is funny or clever.

c.

TV advertising are more offensive today than they used to be.

+ 10-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to I 0
as agree.

3. Perceptions that TV advertising is deceptive

a.

Most TV advertising try to work on people's emotions.
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•

b.

There is a critical need for more truth in today's TV advertising.

c.

TV commercials do not show life as it really is.

I 0-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10

as agree.

4. Perceptions of offensive aspects of TV advertising
a.

TV advertising is upsetting to people because it sets goals for average person
that he or she can not reach.

b.

There is too much sex in TV advertising.

c.

There is too much violence in TV advertising.

• 10-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10
as agree.

5. Perceptions that TV advertisements are shown too often or too much
a.

There seems to be more advertising on TV now than there used to be.

b.

The same TV advertising are constantly show again and again.

• 10-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to I 0
as agree.

6. Perceptions that TV advertising does not offer· information
a.

Most TV advertising today are not about products themselves, but just create a
mood.

b.

Today TV advertising don't give you as much information as they used to.

c.

Today TV advertising tell you more about the people who use a brand than
about what the brand does for you.

• I 0-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to I 0
as agree.

@Values of TV Advertising
l. Bedonie function

a.

TV advertising are fun to watch.

b.

TV advertising sometimes make me feel good.

• 10-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10
as agree.
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2. Knowledge function
a.

TV advertising is a good way to learn about what product and services are

available.
b.

TV advertising helps me know which brands have the features I am looking
for.

c.

TV advertising gives me a good idea about products by showing the kinds of

people who use them.
• I 0-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10

as agree.

3. Affirmation of value function

a.

I like it when advertisements show people like me using my favorite brand.

b.

Some products play an important role in my life and I am happy to see they do
the same for other people I see in TV commercials.

• 10-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from O as disagree to 10

.,_.

-

as agree.

4. Social teaming function
a.

I like seeing what sort of people use what kinds of brands in TV commercials.

b.

You can get ideas about fashion and ways to act from watching TV
advertising.

c.

TV advertisements help me be more confident in brands/products I actually

use.
• I 0-point numerical scale is employed with anchored point from 0 as disagree to 10
as agree.

Table 3-1: Operational Definition of Influencing Varibles
®Affective Attitudes toward TV Advertising
Conce1>tual

Definition

Operationalized by

Measurement

Label
Evaluations on
TV advertising

Level of

Feeling of like or dislike.

• Like-Dislike (Q2)

Ratio Scale

10-point
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®Perceptions Components About TV Advertising
Subvariables

Operationalized by

Definition

Level of
Measurement

Personal and
Social Benefits

Advertising pays back more than it

• Belter Products
(Q3 .I)

costs.

or Costs

• Trustable (Q3.2)
• Standard of Living

Ratio Scale

l0-1>0int

(Q3.3)
• Matching Needs
(Q3.4)
• Willing to Pay More
(Q3 .5)
Execution

The way tJiat TV commercials are

• Taste (Q3.6)

operated.

•Funny (Q3.7)

Ratio Scale
t0-1>oint

• More Offensive
(Q3.8)
Deceptive

Making people belief something that

•Emotion (Q3.9)

is not true.

•Truth (Q3.10)

-.::-

• Lifestyle (Q3. l 1)
Offensive

10-J>Oint

Ads that arc valgar or morally bad in

• Unreachable (Q3 . l 2)

people opinion. They may be

• Too Much Sex
(Q3.13)

dishonest or untrue.

Ratio Scale

Ratio Scale

$:::

l0-1wint

• Too Much Violence
(Q3.14)
Too Much

The TV commercials are shown too

•More Ads (Q3.15)

much or too often

• Again & Again
D'

ca;

:j
Informative

(Q3.16)

Giving people about the actual

• Mood (Q3. l 7)

product information

• Less Information
(Q3.18)

Ratio Scale
10-point

Ratio Scale
10-1>oint

• Brand Benefits
(Q3 .19)

®Values Components of TV Advertisng
Subvariables

Definition

Operationalized by

Level of
Measurement

Hedonic

The TV advertising serve as a source

• Fun (Q4. l)

of entertainment.

• Feel Good (Q4.2)

Ratio Scale
10-point
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Knowledge

The TV advertisng help viewers to

• Available (Q4.3)

learn about products and services.

• Brand Features
(Q4.4)

Ratio Scale
l0-1mint

•Product User (Q4.5)
Affirmation of

The TV advertising offer viewers a

Value Function

way to express or affirm their own
values.

• Favorite Brand
(Q4.6)
• Role of Products

Ratio Scale
10-point

(Q4.7)
Social

The TV advertising offer information

• Brand Users (Q4.8)

Learning

which helps a person learn how to act

• Fashion (Q4.9)

Function

with otl\ers.

•Confident (Q4. l0)

Ratio Scale
10-point
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CBAPTER4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1 Research Method

Sample survey is being utilized in this research in order to gather primary
data and recording people responses for analysis. Survey is defined as a research
technique in which information is gatherd from a sample of people by use of
questionnaire, a method of data collection based on communication with a
representative sample of the target population (Zikmund, 1997).

Survey can be done in many ways. Sutvey data can be obtained when the
respondents are asked questions through questionnaires. §.~EY_e,y ~qt.l~st_ions can .ogt~i.~~
inquiry about subject that is exclusively internal to the respondents which is
appropriate for consumer's

attit~~e.

The interviewers can communicate face to face or

through phone. The questionnaires can be distributed hand to hand or through postal
mail or electronic mail.

Moreover, survey allows researchers to study an9 describe massive population
in both efficient and economical fashion, meaning that the survey provides relative
low cost~ minimal time and accurate .. means of assessing · information. about .th~
population (Zikmund, 1997).

In this reseach study, the researcher make use of descriptive, inferential
statistical methods in describing information and analyzing data. Descriptive method
is used to describe primary data of respondents particularly demographic profile and
perceptions toward independent and dependent variables. The il?ferential method is
used to measure the relationship and the difference between data of the two variables
to find their relationships which is the ultimate objective of this study. After
collecting the data from the target respondents, they will be coded into the symbolic
form that is used in SPSS software.
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4.2 Research Instrument

Self-administered questionnaire is used in this study in order to gather

information from samples. Self-administered questionnaire is a questionnaire that is
filled in by the respondent rather than an interviewer. It can be distributed to
respondent in many ways such as insert in packages and magazines or locate
questionnaires at points of purchase or high-traffic location (Zikmund, 1997)

4.3 Sampling Plan

4.3.1 Definition of Target Population

Target population of this research study refers to people whoever are living in
Bangkok, have ages between 15-59 years, and have ever seen television advertising of
the free TV channels; 3, 5, 7; as in the time of after-news Thai series (20.15 - 22.20
pm.) on every week days (Monday - Friday).

4.3.2 Sampling Frame

Sampling frame refers to the list of element from which a sample may be
drawn. It is also termed as working population because it provides the list that can be
operationally worked with (Zikmund, 1997). However, because of unavailable list of
people
wh...QJ.s__really__.stay_ingi n Rangko_k_citJbe point
of time,
there is -no sampling
,-·--..
. . . ··-- -·
- ~____.~-

·-·-,·-~---- -

-----·~

frame
.i.~!_!l.!i~J~~earch.a.~..W~-u~~-JJ.Qfl-:-Prnt>al:>~Jity..sampling
method .
•. .....
..
. . ·····-- - -~--·· ·

·- -~

4.3.3 Sampling M.e thod

Sampling design used in this research study is n~_':'::_Pi:~!>..~~~~-i~x_. ~~-ml!!~•-!_g. _In
non-probabili!L_~mpling,_
...the probability of
..
--- · -·; ·-~ -

any

particyl_{l!:_ l!l_~mber
~f...F9PY.1-~!~t:1
. ··---······• ·····•·

b.~!~g_
___~h_2~~r:!__i§_~nkn.g_w.n __(ZiJan.u.ng~. l2.97tJhe element in the population do not

have any probability attrached to their being chosen as sample subjects.

The researcher will apply non-probability in the form of convenience
technique. The questionnaires will be distributed equally. Using convenience samples

can obtain a large number of completed questionnaires quickly and economically.
Convenience sampling is sometime called as an accidental sampling refers to the
procedure of obtaining units or people who are most convenient available.
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4.3.4 Unit of Analysis
The sampling unit is a single element or group of element subj ect to selection
in a sample (Zikmund, 1997). In this research study, the sampling unit is individual
respondent.

4.3.5 Determining Sampling Size
We calaulate number of sample size from estimate number of people who are
in Bangkok compared with the table of Anderson based on the expected rate of 95
percent confidence level and 5 percent sampling error.

According to the website of Bangkok Post, the number of people who are in
Bangkok,

on 31 December 2000,

is around 5,680,380 persons. Therefore, after

comparing with the table of Anderson (Table 4-1 ), the sampling respondents are 384.

Table 4-1: Theoretical Sample Sizes for Different Sizes of Population and a 95
Percent Level of Certainty
Req uired Sample for Tolera ble Error

too ·
....• 500

272

1,()()0

277

5000
'

356

897

384 ··

1,065

2,344

1,067 :

2,400 .

..

l 000 000

···' . '·

.. ..

375

·.

.25,000,000

. 60Q ••
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Sorce: Anderson, G., "Fundamentals of Education Research, 1996, p. 202

4.4 Data collection tools and procedure

According to unable to know the exactly number of people who really living
m Bangkok and has the participation role in consuming products and services
advertised at t he point of time, such that some elements in the target population being
chosen are unknown (called as non-probability sampling). There also is no sampling
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frame in this research study. Resulted that each element will not have an equal chance
to be selected (called as non-randomly selected). And then the researcher apply
convenience-sampling method along with questionnaire instrument to collect the data.

In case of studying the overall attitudes toward television advertising, the
researcher can collect the data by primary data, collecting from target group by
using questionnaire. Only 384 respondents who really staying in Bangkok, have ages
in between 15 - 59 years old, and have ever seen television advertising of the free TV
channels; 3, 5, 7; as in the time of after-news Thai series (20.15 - 22.20 pm.) on every
week days (Monday - Friday) will be selected from 5 shopping malls around
Bangkok including; The Mall Bangkae, Carefoure Sukaphiban 3, LOTUS Super
Center Sukhumvit, Siam Center, and Central Ladphroa during 24 - 25 November,
2001 to answer the questionnaire that interviewer will distribute to collect data to
analysis. The interviewer will select these respondents as if the interviewer find them
and also they are pleased to answer the questions.

The design of the issuing structured-undisguised questionnaire is easy and
deary for respondents to answer. The researcher use the fixed alternative questions to
ensure that all respondents answered to the same type of questions. It will be easier
for the reseacher to analyze the data and the cost will not be high.

Questionnaires are cover all the considered objectives and hypotheses which
are used to conduct the research study. The types of question to be used in this
questionnaire can be classified into:
®Dichotomous questions, which provide only 2 alternative such as
Do you have ever seen television advertising of the free TV channels; 3, 5, 7; as in the
time of after-news Thai series (20. 15 - 22.20 pm.) on every week days (Monday Friday)?

0 Yes

0 No
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®Multichotomous questions, which ask the respondents to choose alternative
answer that close to their position on subject, such as
Income

D Less than 10,000 baht
D 10,000 - 20,000 baht
D 20,001 - 30,000 baht

D 30,001 - 40,000 baht
D 40,001 - 50,000 baht
D More than 50,000 baht

®Ten-point numerical scale
How you feel about television adve1iising?
Dislike

Like
0

5

10

4.4.1 Pre-test the Questionnaire
In order to avoid respondents misunderstanding the questions, pre-testing of
the questionnaire must be concluded before the actual questionnaires were used
(Zikmund, 1997). Thirty persons are randomly selected as actual respondents for
testing to evaluate and refine the measuring instrument. The mistakes would be
corrected and adjusted in terms of sequencing, wording, and structure before the final
questionnaires would be released.

4.5 Data Analysis Technique

Once the raw data has been collected, it will be analyzed and summarized in a
readable and easily interpretable form. The statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) will be utilized to summarize the data where needed. This would ensure better
perfomance in terms of accuracy as well as cost and time reduction to a great extent.

Descriptive statistics will be used for displaying frequency as well as
percentage. All of 2 hypotheses testing will be done by the inferential statistical to
measure the relationship between independent and dependent variables based on the
10-point numerical scale of ratio data. Also Multiple Discriminant Analysis will
be used as a measure of association.

Multiple Discriminant Analysis is a statistical tool for determining the
probaility of objects belonging in two or more exclusive categories (dependent
variable) based on several independent variables (Zikmund, 1997).
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CHAPTERS
DA TA ANALYSIS

This chapter emphasizes on the data analysis of the research study, which
includes descriptive statistics, reliability test of index scale and inferential statistics to
test the hypotheses between dependent and independent variables.

•

Descriptive statistics is used to describe primary data of the
characteristics of the respondents, independent, and dependent
variables.

•

Reliability test shows the strength of the scale used in this study.

•

Hypotheses testing start from hypotheses one to hypotheses nine. The
findings are based on the results of SPSS analysis, partial correlation
analysis.

Section 1: Descriptive Statistic

Descriptive statistics is used to describe or summarize information about a
population or sample (Zigmand, I 997).

It is a branch of statistics that provides

researches with summary measures for data in their samples.

The objective of

descriptive statistics is to provide summaiy measures of data contained in all elements
of a sample. The measure of central tendency and measures of description are usually
concerned (Kinnear, 1991 ).

In doing so the measures of central tendency and measures of dispersion are
usually concerned. To summarize the research, descriptive statistics is divided into 2
parts:

I. Respondent characteristics include all personal information which are;

Gender
Age
Education
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Occupation
Monthly Salary

2. Independent and Dependent Variables include measures of central tendency and
measures of dispersion of all these variables which are;

Independent Variables
®The Perceptions About Te/e11ision A dvertising Components:
Personal and social benefits/costs
Execution
Deceptive
Offensive
Too much or too often
Informative

@The Values of Television Atll•ertising Components:
Hedonic
Knowledge
Affirmative of value
Social learning/contact

Dependent Variable:
The Evaluation about television advertising
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~Respondent

Characteristics

Figure 5.1: Gender

Male
46%

Female
54%

From figure 5.1 , most of the respondents are female, 54 percents of
respondents and male computed as 46 percents of respondents respectively.

Figure 5.2: Age

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%

0.0%

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59

From figure 5.2, the largest percentage of respondents aged is between 20-24
years old, which accounted for 23 .4%. Following with age between 25-29 years old is
22.4%, age between 30-34 years old is 9.6%, age between 15-19 years old is 8.9 %,
age between 35-39 years old is 8.6 %, age between 40-44 years old is 7.6 %, age
between 45-49 years old and age between 50-54 years old each account for 6.8 %, and
age between 55-59 years old is 6.0 % respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Education

Doctoral
degree
4%

Secondary
school
13%

Master degree
17%
~

)

-- Diploma
14%
degree
52%1

For figure 5.3, most of the highest educational level is bachelor degree,
counted for 52 %, follow with master degree counted for 17 %, secondary school
counted for 13 %, Diploma 14% and doctoral degree 4 % respectively.

Figure 5.4: Occupation

Business
owner
14%

Housewife
3%

Employee
30%

Nonpermanent
job
Student

26%

Professional
5%

Government
official
17%

From figure 5.4, the occupation of most respondents is employee, counted for
30 %, follow with student counted for 26 %, government official counted for 17 %,
business owner 14%, age between 40-44 years o1d is 7.6 %, professional and nonpermanent job each account for 5 %, and housewife 3 %respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Monthly Salary

~---·-------

II 0-10,000
Im 10,001-20,000
D 20,001-30,000
D 30,001-40,000
11140,001-50,000
IBiJ Over 50,001

From figure 5.4, most of monthly salary is between 10,001-20,000 baht,
counted for 32 %, follow with 0-10,000 baht counted for 27.6 %, 20,001-30,000 baht
counted for 18.2 %, 30,001-40,000 baht counted for 8.1 %, over 50,001 baht counted
for 8.6 % and 40,001-50,000 baht counted for 5.5 % respectively.

Independent and Dependent Variables

rl:a
~

For this part, independent and dependent variables, measures of central
tendency is to show the value of mean, median and mode. In addition, measures of
dispersion are represented by the standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. For
example, the first independent variable, which is "Personal and social benefits/costs"
has mean value of 47.8958 and the standard deviation is 15.1038. For more detail,
please have a look at Appendices JJ.

Section 2: lnferential Statistic

Inferential statistics is the method that makes possible the estimation of a
characteristic of population or the making of a decision concerning a population based
only on sample results (Barenson and Levine, 1996). The theory is based on
probabilities and logic of random sampling . Inferential statistics is a branch of
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statistics that allows researchers to make judgements about the whole population
based upon the results generated by samples (Kinnear, 1997).

@The Hypothesis Testing Procedure

A hypothesis is a statement either about the value of a single population
characteristic or about the value of several population characteristics. Hypothesis
testing is a method for using sample data to decide between two competing claims
(hypothesis) about a population characteristic (Devore, 1997).

According to Davis ( 1996), in this research, the processes of the hypothesis
testing are 9 steps as follows:
1. Formulate a research hypothesis to solve a specific problem.
2. Develop some of the decision consequences, in operational terms, from the
possible results of testing the research hypothesis.
3. Collect the data of interest.
4. Determine if the data generally supports the research hypothesis.
5. If so, and the hypothesis is to be tested statistically, state the null and alternative
hypotheses.
6. Select a test procedure that is appropriate for the collected data and will yield
evidence regarding the truth of the null hypothesis.
7. Conduct the test on the data.

*

8. Make a decision about the veracity of the null hypothesis - the significance
criterion.
9. . Statistical significance may enable you to substantiate your research hypothesis
and implement your decision.

If the observed sample value differs from the expected value, a conclusion

may be drawn against the mean difference. However, to conclude that these results
are improbable (or probable), the standard or decision rules for determining the
rejection of the null hypothesis and the acceptance the alternative hypothesis are set
up against certain level of significance. The significant level is a critical probability in
choosing between the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis.
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The data is analyzed and summarized in a reasonable and easily interpretable
form after the requiring data is collected. The Statistical Package for Social Science
(SPSS) is utilized to summary the data where needed. In this study, the independent
variables are divided into two categories for testing correlation with the two groups of
dependent variable.

There are two ma.ms independent variable or discriminator variable,

perceptions about television advertising and its values that serve for viewers, used for
testing independence with two groups of dependent variable, the evaluations of

favorable and unfavorable to television advertising. All of independent variables are
tested statistically with the two groups of dependent variable by using multiple
discriminant analysis to predict the value for those two groups of dependent from
measurement values of each independent variable.

The statistical model used for this research study is Multiple Discriminant
Analysis. It is a statistical tool for determining the probability of objects belonging in
two or more exclusive categories (dependent variable) based on several independent
variables (Zikmund, 1997)

@Significant test

The test of significance is made at a pre-selected probability level, indicated
by alpha (a). It helps us to decide whether we can reject the null hypothesis and infer
that the difference is significantly greater than a chance difference. If the difference is
too large to attribute to chance, we reject the null hypothesis; if not, we do accept it.
The purpose of hypothesis testing is to determine which one of the two hypotheses is
accepted (Zikmund, 1997).

@Reliability Test

The reliability of a measure is established by testing for both consistency and
stability. Consistency indicates how the items measuring a concept hang well together
as a set. Cronbach's alpha is a reliability coefficient that reflects how well the items
in a set are positively correlated to one another (Sekaran, 1992). Reliability is
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expressed numerically, usually as a coefficient; a high coefficient indicates high
reliability. If a test were pe1fectly reliable, the coefficient would be 1.00. (Gay and
Diehl, 1996)

Reliability testing is of significance and will be required only in case of the
independent variables are interdependent and contain linkages in operationalization
process.

Since the concepts of independent variables are composite measures, an

index measure technique is used.

Reliability test of such concepts by "Cornbach

alpha" value indicates the certain acceptance of whether such particular concepts are
statistically applicable for further test with the dependent variables.

Table 5. 1

provides a result of test reliability of the scale used in the study calculating by the
Cornbach's alpha. If the grouped construct shows the alpha value greater than 0.8,
it' s significantly reliable. If the alpha value is between 0.6-0.8, it is still reliable.
However, if the alpha value is less than 0.6, the entire construct is not collectively
reliable.

Table 5.1: Reliability Test of Index Scale

! Determinants

Independent Variable

Item-Total
Correlation

~.
l .Personal and

/,!

Better product

.7235
.6775

social

-

More trustable

benefits/costs

-

Raise standard of living

-

Matching personal interest
Willing to pat more

.7167

-

Poor taste

.53 76

-

Funny or clever

.1756

-

More offensive

.5759

Work on emotion

.7485

-

Need more truth

.8026

-

Not real life

.8138

Unreachable goal

.5495

Too much sex

.6665

Too much violence

.6393

5. Too much or

-

Much more TV conuncrcials

.7965

too often

-

Show again and again

.7965

2. Execution

3. Deceptive

4. Offensive

Cronbach's a

;

~ '~c

.8776

.7127
.7215
·-

.6024

.8855

.7679

.8762
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-

Create mood

.8090

-

Less information

.8098

-

Not about product benefits

.8390

-

Fun to watch

.7632

-

Feel good

.7632

-

Learn about available

.7286

-

Tell about brand features

.7711

Tell about product users

.7028

9. Affirmative

-

Show brand favorite

.8528

of value

-

Show role of product

.8528

10. Social '

-

Tell about brand users

.6845

learning/contact

-

Tell about fashion and how

.7444

6. Informative

7. Hedonic

8. Knowledge

to a ct

-

.9051

.8584

.8527

.9200

.8404

.6914

~

v/.

Increase confidence

~

V'

From the results of index scale reliability test as appear in Table 5 .1,
Cronbach's alpha value for all ten concepts are greater than 0.6. It means that all
measurement scales are relatively reliable.

Hypothesis Testing
Multiple Discriminant Analysis

Multiple discriminant analysis is a statistical technique for predicting the
•
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a linear combination of independent variables, called as the tliscriminant function,
that shows large differences in group means.

The important task is to estimate the coefficients of the individual applicant's
discriminant functions.

To calculate the individual's discriminant scores, the

following linear function is used:

D

=
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Where:
D

The value of D that is estimated from the discriminant equation, in
which D is the group variable and X1, X2, ... , Xp are the
discriminator variables.

~o

The intercept parameter in the multiple-discriminant equation, in
which Dis the group case and X1, X 2,

... ,

Xr are the discriminator

variables.
~1

The coefficient of Xi, X2 ,

~2

which Dis the group case and X1, X2, ... , Xp are the discriminator

... ,

Xr in the discriminant equation, in

variables.

=

The discriminator variable, in which i

=

I, 2, ... , p.

The error associated with the prediction of D when X1, X2, ... , Xr

e

are the discriminator variables.

In alternative, the Discriminant Function can be transformed into the Fisher
Discriminant Function as following:
/\

D
Using all the individuals in the sample, the Fisher Discriminant Function is
determined based on the criterion that the groups be maximally differentiated on the
set of independent variables, that is:

Between-Groups Sum Square
Within Groups Smn Square
/\

The D value will be called as Discriminant Score.
In the computation of the linear Fisher Discriminant Function, weights are
assigned to the variables such that the ratio of the difference between the means of the
two groups to the standard deviation within groups is maximized. The standardize-9
discriminant coefficients or weights provide information about the relative importance
of each of these variables in discriminating between the two groups.--·
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Hypothesis testing for multiple regression analysis

1. Linear regression analysis

Hypothesis test:

=

Ho:

B1 = ~2

Ha:

Pi at ]east 1 value* 0; i =

= ...

Pk

=

0
1, 2, 3, ... k

Test statistic: F-test
MSR /MSE

F

Reject Ho when: Significance of F < a

2. Partial Regression Coefficient

Hypothesis test:
Ho:

Pi= 0

Ho:

P1

Test statistic:

* O; I= 1, 2, 3, .. . k

t~test

T

Reject Ho when: significance oft < a

3. Coefficient of determination
The coefficient of determination, denoted by R2 is the measure of the
percentage of the variation in the dependent variable explained by variations in the
independent variables. This statistic can assume values from 0 to I. If there is a
perfect linear relationship between X and Y, all the variation in Y is explained by the
variation in X, then R2 equals 1.

At the other extreme, if there is no relationship

between X and Y, then none of the variation in Y is explained by the variation in X
and R 2 equals 0. The analyst would prefer to have a calculated R 2 of close to 1.
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Frequently, variables are added to a regression model to see what effect they have on
the R2 value. (McDaniel, C. and Gates R., 1996)

4. Coefficients of partial correlation

Coefficient of partial correlation is the values to show the relationship between
dependent variable and one independent variable given that other independent
variables stay constant.

Assumption Required in Multiple Discriminant Analysis

1. Test of Multivariate Normal Dist ribution

The normality assumption can be evaluated from residuals. If the discriminant
assumptions are met, the distribution of the residuals should be approximately normal.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test can be used to determine whether each residual is
normal distribute.

To test for the normality of error terms, the standardized residuals of each
dependent variable has to be analyzed if it is greater than .05, it can be determined
that the test for nonnality of standardized residual is accepted.

Table 5.2 Test of Multivariate Normal Distribution

,,S

Kolmogorov -Smirnov
-----

~· - ·- ·

Statistic

Sig.

Standardized Residual

a

.043

.200

Standardized Residual

b

.053

.200

a.

Discriminant model for the perceptions components about TV advertising

b.

Discriminant model for the values components of TV advertising

From table 5.2, the significant levels of all of two models are .200, which are
greater than .05. It can be determined that the test for normality of standardized
residual is accepted.
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2. Testing Differences Among Groups

Wilks' lambda, also called the U statistic, is available for testing the equality

of group centroids. It is a multivariate analysis of variance test statistic that varies
between o and 1. Small values indicate that the group means differ.

Wilks' lambda provides information regarding differences among groups.
While the F statistic is a ratio of between-groups variability to the within-groups
variability, Wilks' lambda is the ratio of within-groups sum of squares to the total
sum of values close to 1.0, no difference.

Table 5.3 Tests of Equality of Group Means (Perceptions Component Variables)
[

Wilks'
F

Lambda
Social benefits

~

.446

Execution

?S

.812

Deceptive

•

.519

-

df2

dfl

Sig.

475.189

1

382

.000

88.264

1

382

.000

353.620

I

382

.000

1

~<c

382

.000

I

""

382

.000

382

.000

Offensive

.6 14

239.686

Too much

.609

244.977

Informative

.555

306.349

~n-:5~
-

1

Table 5.4 Tests of Equality of Group Means (Values Component Variables)
Wilks'
Lambda

F

df2

dfl

Sig.

Bedonie

.389

600.460

1

382

.000

Knowledge

.511

365.405

1

382

.000

Affirmative

.547

315.757

1

382

.000

Social Learning

.605

249.872

1

382

.000
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From the table 5.3 and table 5.4, all of Wilks' lambda value has a low value
(0 :s: Wilks' lambda::;; l) and all of variables' significant is .000 (less than .05), so the
null hypothesis IL,: µ1 = µ2 will be rejected.

Summary of hypothesis testing (level of significance 95%)
Hypothesis 1
Ho l:

There is no influence of perceptions components on the evaluations about
television advertising.

Hal:

There is an influence of perceptions components on the evaluations about
television advertising.

The Multiple Discriminant model for the components of perceptions about
television advertising is shown as follow:
/\

D
J\

D

=

The discriminant score

b1

=

discriminant coefficient for

X1

discriminant coefficient for

X2
X3

b2
b3

=

discriminant coefficient for

b4

=

discriminant coefficient for X4

bs

b6

=

discriminant coefficient for

Xs

discriminant coefficient for

x6

X1

Personal and Social Benefits/Costs

X2

Execution

X3

=

~
ol~~~

t\~

*

Deceptive

X4

Offensive

Xs

Too much or too often

x6

Informative
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Table 5.5: Summary of ANOVA test for MLR model
Sum of Square

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

53 .538

6

8.923

117.685

.000

Residual

28.584

378

.07582

Total

82.122

384

t

Sig.

8.225

.000

12.247

.000

Model

Table 5.6: Coefficient summary of MLR model
Model

Constant
Social Benefits

Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficient

coefficients

B

Std. Error

1.237

.150

.01542

.001

Beta

r

IJ

.503
'

Execution

.001542

.002

.033

.71 2

.477

Deception

-.004803

.002

-.177

-2.668

.008

Offensive

-.004840

.002

- .1 57

-2.441

.016

Too much

-.003271

.001

-.151

-2.609

.009

Informative

.0007927

.002

.034

.489

.625

Hypothesis testing Summary:

1. From table 5.5, the result showed that significant value of F statistics is .000,

which is less than .05. Therefore the null hypothesis Ho1 : b1

= b2 = b3 = b4 = bs = b6

= 0 is rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that at least one component of
perceptions about TV advertising can classify the viewers' evaluations.

2

From table 5. 6, t-test is conducted to test which component of perceptions about
TV advertising classify the viewers' evaluations. If significant value of t statistics
is < .05, the null hypothesis Ho1 : bi = 0 is rejected. The summary of hypothesis
testing is shown in table 5 .15
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Table 5. 7: Summary of hypothesis testing of each independent variable for MLR
model
Hypothesis

Hoi: b1 = 0

Statistics

Significant

Test

Level

12.247

.000

Result

Reject Ho

Meaning

Social Benefits can classify
the evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho2: b2=0

.712

.477

Accept Ho Execution cannot classify the
evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho3: b3= 0

-2.668

.008

Reject Ho

Deceptive can classify the
evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho4: b4= 0

-2.41 1

.016

Reject Ho

Offensive can classify the
evaluations to TV
advertising.

.009

Hos: bs= 0

Reject Ho

Too much can classify the
evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho6: b6= 0

.489

.625

Accept Ho Informative cannot classify
the evaluations to TV
advertising.

Summary of hypothesis test:
Table 5.8 Classification Function
Evaluation
Unfavorable

Favorable

Personal & Social Benefits/Costs

0.574

0.776

Deceptive

0.426

0.365

Offensive

0.268

0.217

Too much or too often

0.01068

-0.03076

(Constant)

-37.081

-38.762

Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function
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Each column contains estimates of the coefficients for a classification function
for each group. The functions are used to assign or classify cases into groups; a case is
predicted as being a member of group in which the value of its classification function
is largest. The coefficients are computed to maximize the distance between the two
groups. Cases with missing values are not used to estimate these coefficients.
Selecting Fisher' s on the statistics subdialog box produces these functions.

The estimate of the classification function for the unfavorable of television
advertising is
.574 social benefits+ .426 deceptive + .268 offensive+ .01068 too much - 37.081

The estimate of the classification function for the favorable of television
advertising is
.776 social benefits+ .365 deceptive + .217 offensive - .03076 too much - 38.762

Thus for each case in each group, the procedure multiplies each coefficient by the
value of the corresponding variable, sums the products, and adds the constant to get a
score.

Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function

When there are only two groups, the researcher can use the classification
functions to obtain the linear discriminant function . In additional, to compute

estimates of coefficients of Fisher' s linear discriminant function for the data in this
sample, take the difference between the coefficients of the unfavorable and favorable
classification functions:
/\

D

=

(.574 - .776) social benefits+ (.426 - .365) deceptive+ (.268 - .217) offensive

+ (.01068 + .03076) too much + (-37.081+38.762)

or
I\

D

=

-0.202 social benefits + 0 .061 deceptive+ 0 .051 offensive+ 0.04144 too much

+ l.681
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These coefficients, for the two-group problem, are proportional to the
unstandardized canonical variable coefficients on the statistics subdialog box of the
table 5.10.

Wilks' Lambda
Table 5.9 Wilks' Lambda
Test of Function(s)

Wilks' Lambda

Chi-square

df

Sig.

1

0.349

400.316

4

.000

Wilks' lambda is the proportion of the total variance in the discriminant scores
not explained by differences among the groups. In this study, around 35% (.349) of
the variance is not explained by group differences (see in Table 5.5). Lambda is used

to test the null hypothesis that the means of all the variables across groups are
equal anti provide.it little information regarding the .ituccess of the model for
classifying cases. As a test of its size, lambda is transformed to a variable with an
approximate chi-square distribution. Here, the chi-square is 400.316, indicating a
highly significant difference between the two group centroids (the means of the four
variables simultaneously).

Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
Table 5.10 Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
I

~JI/
Personal & Social Benefits/Costs

·- -

'

Function
........
.,,
fJ'Jjl'ol'-

l

0.069

Deceptive

-0.02 1

Offensive

-0.017

Too much or too often

-0.014

(Constant)

-0.10

Unstandardized Coefficients
There are the coefficients of a canonical va1iable. Use them to compute a
canonical variable score for each case:
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Score = 0.069 social benefits - 0.021 deceptive - 0.017 offensive - 0.014 too
much - 0.010
The signs of the coefficients are arbitrary- the separation among the groups
would be the same if we multiplied each coefficient by -1. When the number of
groups is two, there is only one canonical variable, and its coefficients are
proportional to the values of the Fisher discriminant function coefficients. That is,
for these data, multiply each of coefficients by -3 to get the coefficients derived in the

"Classification Function Coefficients." When there are more than two groups, the
number of canonical variables is k - 1 (where k is the number of groups) or p (the
number of variables), whichever is smaller.

Structure Matrix
Table 5.11 Structure Matrix
Function
1
Personal & Social Benefits/Costs

0.816

Deceptive

-0.704

Offensive

-0.586

Too much or too often

-0.580

Pooled

within-groups

correlations

between

discriminating

variables

and

standanlized ca11onical discriminant functions

Variables ordered by absolute !t'ize of correlation within f unction.
This panel of within-groups correlations of each predictor variable with the
canonical variable provides another way to study the usefulness of each variable in
the discriminant function. Here, social benefit has the largest correlation (0.816) with
the cononical variable scores, and it is the only one that has positive correlation.
Deceptive has the highest negative correlation (-0.704), followed by too much (0.586), and the last one--offensive (-0.580)
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Functions at Group Centroids
Table 5.12 Functions at Group Centroids
Function
1

Evaluation

-0.913

Unfavorable

2.034

Favorable

Unstandardized Canonical I>iscriminant Function!!· Evaluated at Oroup Means
Within-group means are computed for each canonical variable. Here, there is
one canonical variable and the average discriminant or canonical variable score for
the unfavorable is -0.913 and that for the favorable 2.034.

0

Classification Results
3

Table 5.13 Classification Results

Predict Group Membership
Evaluation
Original

Count

Unfavorable

---

Favorable

Total

252

13

265

16

103

119

Unfavorable

95.1

4. 9

100.0

Favorable

13.4

86. 6

100.0

Unfavorable
Favorable

a. 92.4% of original grouped cases correctly class~fie<L
For these results, select summary table on the Classify subdialog box. To
measure the degree of the success of the classification for this sample, SPSS counts
how many respondents within each group are correctly classified and how many are
mis-correctly classified into unfavorable group; 13 (4.9%) of the respondents are
misclassified. For the favorable group, 103 (86.6) are correct; 16 (I3.4%) are wrong.
Overall, 92.4% of the cases are classified correctly.

Summary of hypothesis test:

1. From the table 5.13, the result indicates that 92.4% of the cases are classified

correctly. Thus we can conclude that the perceptions component can be used to
classify the dependent variable, favorable and unfavorable, by its discriminant
function.
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2

Multiple Discriminant Model for the evaluations to television advertising
classified by the perceptions about television advertising is as following:
/\

D

=

-0.202 X 1 + 0.061X2 +0.051 X 3 + 0.04144 X 4 + 1.681

Hypothesis 2

Ho2:

There is no influence of values components on the evaluations about television
advertising.

Ha2:

There is an influence of values components on the evaluations about television
advertising.

The Multiple Discriminant model for the components of perceptions about
television adve1tising is shown as follow:

D
D

=

=

The discriminant score

X1

b1

discriminant coefficient for

b2

discriminant coefficient for X2

b3

discriminant coefficient for X3

b4

discriminant coefficient for X4

X1

Hedonic Function

X2

Knowledge Function

X3

Affirmative of Value Function

X4

Social Learning Function

"'<t>'ff>,~

t\~
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Table 5.14: Summary of ANOVA test for MLR model

-

Sum of Square

df

Mean Square

Regression

53.656

4

13.41 5

Residual

28.463

380

.075 10

Total

82. 122

384

Model

--

F

Sig.

J 78.625

.000

t

Sig.

3.248

.001

.5 18

9.555

.000

.076

1.3 15

.189

2.345

.020

4 .383

.000

Table 5.15: Coefficient summary of MLR model
Model

-

Unstandardized

Sta ndardized

Coefficient

coefficients

B

Std. Error

Constant

.194

.060

Bedonie

.011 82

.001

.002233

.002

Knowledge
..

Affirmative
Social Learning

.002815
.005570

.001
.00 1

Beta

r-

-

. 121

.180

-

Hypothesis testing Summary:

r-

1. From table 5.14, the result showed that significant value of F statistics is .000,
which is less than .05. Therefore the null hypothesis Hoi: b1= b2=b3 = b4 = O is
rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that at least one component of values
about TV advertising can classify the viewers' evaluations.

2. From table 5.15, t-test is conducted to test which component of values about
TV advertising classify the viewers' evaluations. If significant value of t
statistics is < .05, the null hypothesis Ho 1 : b; = 0 is rejected. The summary of
hypothesis testing is shown in table 5. 15
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Table 5.16: Summary of hypothesis testing of each independent variable for
MLRmodel
Hypothesis

Ho1: b1 = 0

Statistics

Significant

Test

Level

9.555

.000

Result

Meaning

Reject Ho

Hedonic function can classify
the evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho2: b2= O

1.315

.189

Accept Ho

Knowledge function cannot
classify the evaluations to TV
advertising.

Ho3: bJ= O

2.345

.020

Reject Ho

can classify the evaluations to

~
Ho4: b4= 0

4 .3 83

Affirmative of value function

TV advertising.
.000

Reject Ho

Social learning function can
classify the evaluations to TV

~

advertising.

Summary of hypothesis test:
Table 5.17 Classification Function
Evaluation

Bedonie

*

Affirmative
Social learning
(Constant)

Unfavorable

Favorable

.149

.317

.02475

.07150

.288

.365

-10.710

-26. 738

Fislter's Linear Discriminant Function
Each column contains estimates of the coefficients for a classification function
for each group. The functions are used to assign or classify cases into groups; a case is
predicted as being a member of group in which the value of its classification function
is largest. The coefficients are computed to maximize the distance between the two
groups. Cases with missing values are not used to estimate these coefficients.
Selecting Fisher's on the statistics subdialog box produces these functions.
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The estimate of the classification function for the unfavorable of television
advertising is
.149 hedonic + .02475 affirmative + .288 social - 10.710

The estimate of the classification function for the favorable of television
advertising is
.317 hedonic + .07150 affirmative + .365 social - 26.738

Thus for each case in each group, the procedure multiplies each coefficient by the
value of the corresponding variable, sums the products, and adds the constant to get a
score.

Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function

When there are only two groups, the researcher can use the classification
functions to obtain the linear discriminant function. In additional, to compute

estimates of coefficients of Fisher's linear discriminant function for the data in this
sample, take the difference between the coefficients of the unfavorable and favorable
classification functions:
/\

D

=

(.149 - .317) hedonic + (0.02475 - 0.07150) affirmative + (0.288 - 0.365) social

+ (-10.710 + 26.738)
or
/\

D

=

-0. 168 hedonic - .04675 affirmative - .077 social + 16.028

These coefficients, for the two-group problem, are proportional to the
unstandardized canonical variable coefficients on the statistics subdialog box of the
table 5.19.

Wilks' Lambda
Table 5.18 Wilks' Lambda
Test of Function(s)

Wilks' Lambda

Chi-square

df

Sig.

0 .348

401.446

3

.000

1
-
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Wilks' lambda is the proportion of the total variance in the discriminant scores
not explained by differences among the groups. In this study, around 35% (.348) of
the variance is not explained by group differences (see in Table 5.9). Lambda is used

to test the null hypothesis that the means of all the variables across groups are
equal and provides little information regarding the success of the model for
classifying cases. As a test of its size, lambda is transformed to a variable with an
approximate chi-square distribution. Here, the chi-square is 401.446, indicating a
highly significant difference between the two group centroids (the means of the three
variables simultaneously).

Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
Table 5.19 Canonical Discriminant :Function Coefficients
Function
1

Bedonie

0.057

Affirmative

0.016

Social learning

0.026
-4.871

(Constant)

Unstandardized Coefficients
There are the coefficients of a canonical variable. Use them to compute a
canonical variable score for each case:

Score = 0.057 hedonic + 0.016 affomative + 0.026 social - 4.871
The signs of the coefficients are

arbitraiy~the

separation among the groups

would be the same if we multiplied each coefficient by - 1. When the number of
groups is two, there is only one canonical variable, and its coefficients are
proportional to the values of the Fisher discriminant function coefficients. That is,
for these data, multiply each of coefficients by -3 to get the coefficients derived in the

"Classification Function Coefficients." When there are more than two groups, the
number of canonical variables is k - J (where k is the number of groups) or p (the
number of variables), whichever is smaller.
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Structure Matrix
Table 5.20 Structure Matrix
Function
I

Bedonie

0.91 6

Affirmative

0.664

Social learning

0.591

Pooled witlzin-groups correlations between discriminating
standardized canonical discriminant function s
Variables onlered hy absolute size of correlation wit/1infimctio11.

l'ariahles

and

This panel of within-groups correlations of each predictor variable with the
canonical variable provides another way to study the usefulness of each variable in
the discriminant function. Here, all three variables have the positive correlation with
the evaluation about television advertising. Hedonic has the largest correlation (0.916)
with the cononical variable scores, and followed by affirmative (0.664), and the last

.,_.

-

one--sociaJ learning (0.591).

Functions at Group Centroids
Table 5.21 Functions at Group Centroids
Function
Evaluation
Unfavorable
Favorable

I

-.914
2 .036

Unstandardized Canonical Discriminant Functions E valullted at Group Means

Within-group means are computed for each canonical variable. Here, there is
one canonical variable and the average discriminant or canonical variable score for
the unfavorable is - 0.914 and that for the favorable 2.036.
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Classification Results
Table 5.22 Classification Results3
Predict Group Membe1·ship
Evaluation
Original

Count

Unfavorable

Total

238

27

265

13

106

11 9

Unfavoi·able

89.8

10.2

100.0

Favorable

10.9

89. l

100 .0

Unfavorable
Favorable

%

Favorable

a. 89. 6% of original grouped cases correctly class~fietl
For these results, select summary table on the Classify subdialog box. To
measure the degree of the success of the classification for this sample, SPSS counts
how many respondents within each group are correctly classified and how many are
mis-correctly classified into unfavorable group; 27 (I 0.2%) of the respondents are
misclassified. For the favorable group, 106 (89 .1) are correct; 13 (1 0. 9%) are wrong.

Overall, 89. 6% of the cases 11re classified correctly.
Summary of hypothesis test:

1. From the table 5.22, the result indicates that 89.6% of the cases are classified

co1..-ectly. Thus we can conclude that the values component can be used to
classify the dependent variable, favorable and unfavorable, by its discriminant
function.

2. Multiple Discriminant Model for the evaluations to television advertising
classified by the values about television advertising is as following:
/\

D = -0.168 Xi - .04675 X2 - .077 X3 + 16.028
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CHAPTER6
RESEARCH RESULT
This chapter provides the summary of research results for the study comprising
of three sections. For the first section, the researcher provides conclusion of the
results against the research problem and provides general results of all hypotheses.
Then, recommendation enlightens on television advettising industry in the aspect of
marketing strategy. Last, the further implication for research is advised.

As this research study focus on investigate the multi-relationship between the
components of perceptions and the values about television advertising and evaluations
to television advertising, the statement of problem is stated that "What the extents do
peoples attitudes flair against television advertising?"

In this research, we study six components of perceptions and four components
of values (two hypotheses), to predict which group (favorable-unfavorable) will be
used to categorize the new case by using Discriminant Function and see as the
discriminators variables including:

Perceptions Components

Values Components

•Personal and social banefits/costs

• Hedonic function

•How its execution

•Knowledge function

•Whether deceptive

•Affirmative of value function

•Whether offensive

•Social learning function

•Whether seen too much/often
•Whether info1mative

From the data analysis part, it can be concluded that the objectives of

discriminant tmalysis are I) to find the discriminant function that can explain the
relationship between dependent and independent variables, 2) to test the different
between the groups of dependent variable (Favorable-Unfavorable) by comparing
from the Group Centroid, 3) to use the discriminant function in predicting for which
groups the new case should be in, 4) to see which discriminator variables are different
in the degree of influences on the group categorized by considering the standard
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coeffient (b) of each discriminator va1iable, and 5) to use the discriminant function in
evaluation the correction of group categorized.

Section 1: Conclusion Drawn Against the Research Problem

Table 6.1: Summary of hypothesis testing for Hypothesis 1, 2, 3 and 4
Test Statistics

Hypothesis

Level of

Results

significant
Hlo: There is no influence of

F- Statistics

.000

Reject Ho

.000

Reject Ho

evaluations on components
of perceptions about
television advertising.

~" ~,'J ERS/7,'-n _

H2o: There is no influence of

F- Statistics

evaluations on components

~
»

of values about television

-

advertising.
..

From table 6.1, it is indicated that both nun hypotheses are rejected. So it is
concluded that the evaluations to television advertising have influences on both
components of perceptions and values about television advertising.

Table 6.2: lllustration of model fit for the components of perceptions
Hypothesis

Test Statistics

Level of

Results

significant

Hol: Social Benefits does not

t - Statistics

.000

t - Statistics

.477

t - Statistics

.008

Reject Ho

distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.

Ho2: Execution does not

-

Accept Ho

distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.

Ho3: Deceptive does not

Reject Ho

distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.
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Ho4: Offensive does not

t - Statistics

.016

Reject Ho

t - Statistics

.009

Reject Ho

t - Statistics

.625

Accept Ho

distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.
Ho5: Too much does not
distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.
Ho6: Informative does not
distinguish the evaluations to
TV advertising.

From table 6.2, it is indicated that only two null hypotheses are accepted. It
can be concluded that execution factor and informative factor cannot distinguish the
evaluations to television advertising.

However, personal and social benefits/costs

factor, deceptive factor, offensive factor, and too much factor can distinguish the
evaluations to television advertising.

Table 6.3: Illustration of model fit for the components of values
Hypothesis

Test Statistics

Level of

Results

significant
Hol: Hedonic function does not

t - Statistics

.000

Reject Ho

t - Statistics

.189

Accept Ho

t - Statistics

.020

Reject Ho

t - Statistics

.000

Reject Ho

influence the evaluations to
TV advertising.
-·

Ho2: Knowledge function does not
influence the evaluations to
TV advertising.

Ho3: Affinnative of value function

does not influence the
evaluations to TV
advertising.
Ho4: Social learning function does
not influence the evaluations
to TV advertising.
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From table 6.3, it is indicated that 3 null hypotheses are rejected. So there is
only one factor (knowledge factor) that cannot distinguish the evaluations to
television advertising. While hedonic factor, affirmative of value factor, and social
learning factor can distinguish on the evaluations to television advertising.

In this research study, there are two main research objectives to investigate:
Objective 1: To distinguish the evaluations of consumer on the perception
components.

In this research study, perceptions components include personal and social
benefits/costs, execution, deceptive, offensive, too much/often, and informative. The
results showed that not all factors of perceptions components could be used to
distinJ:,'l.lish the evaluations to television advertising.

However, from the discriminant analysis, the researcher could prove that there
is a strongly different between two groups of dependent variable (favorable and
unfavorable). In the table 5.12, it shows that the group centroid of unfavorable is -.914
and the group centroid of favorable is 2.036. We can see that these two values are so
much different of each other. And as the discriminant function:

Discriminant Score

=

'J,.

-0.202 social benefits + 0.061 deceptive + 0.051
offensive + 0 .04144 too much + I .68 I

By considering from each discriminator variables, we can use this function to predict
in which group that the new case should be in. As we get the discriminant score for
that new case, we will after find the mahalanobis distance (the distances from the case
to the group centroid). Then that new case will be grouped into the group that has the
lowest mahalanobis distance.

Moreover, from the table 5.13, the result indicates that 92.4% of the cases are
classified correctly. Thus we can conclude that the perceptions component can be
used to classify the dependent variable, favorable and unfavorable, by its discriminant
function.
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Objective 2: To distinguish the evaluations of consumer on the value
components.

In this research study, values components include hedonic function,
knowledge function, affirmative of value function, and social learning function. The
results showed that not all factors of values components could be used to distinguish
the evaluations to television advertising.

However, from the discriminant analysis, the researcher could prove that there
ts

a strongly different between two groups of dependent variable (favorable and

unfavorable). In the table 5.21, it shows that the group centroid of unfavorable is -.913
and the group centroid of favorable is 2.034. We can see that these two values are so
much different of each other. And as the discriminant function:

Discriminant Score

= -0.168

hedonic - .04675 affirmative - .077 social +

16.028

By considering from each discriminator variables, we can use this function to predict

in which group that the new case should be in. As we get the discriminant score for
that new case, we will after find the mahalanobis distance (the distances from the case
to the group centroid). Then that new case will be grouped into the group that has the
lowest mahalanobis distance.

Moreover, from the table 5.22, the result indicates that 89.6% of the cases are
classified correctly. Thus we can conclude that the values component can be used to
classify the dependent variable, favorable and unfavorable, by its discriminant
function.

Section 2: Recommendation

As consider the elements that make up people's evaluations to television
advertising, the results of the current study indicate that both of the component of
perceptions and values about television advertising are significant in classifying. It is
important to realize that these two components groups have both unique effects and
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common effects on people's evaluations to television advertising. The unique effects
indicate that it would be mistake, for instance, to use only deceptive factor alone as a
proxy for people' s perceptions about television advertising. Instead, one should
attempt to measure the perceptions directly.

People have definite perceptions or beliefs in values about television
advertising. Such perceptions or beliefs tum out to be important building blocks of
their evaluations to television advertising. It is therefore important, in studying
people's evaluations to television advertising, that the underlying perceptions and
beliefs in the values are analyzed carefully.

The results of this study shows that people dislike advertising because they
perceive commercials to be offensive or in poor taste, and because they cannot
completely trust the way products are depicted. (Less in social benefits, but too much
of deceptive, offensive, and shown too often) People also dislike advertising because
much of it is not relevant to their needs or their self-images as reflected in their
personalities and interests. (Less in hedonic, affirmative, and social learning)
Differences among consumers in how they evaluate overall attitudes about television
advertising can influence how copytests of advertising for specific brands are
interpreted.

Section 3: Further Research

As the objective of this research is to distinguish the evaluations about
television advertising of consumer on the perception factor and on the value factor.
However, there are still have many interesting points to distinguishthese evaluations
such as consumer's awareness and intention, attitudes toward product category, brand
image, and so on. Therefore, further research should study more on these criterias.

Finally, This research studies about the evaluations for television advertising
in general. Therefore, future research should be base on the specific commercials such
as for specific product category or for individual brand in order to be more deeply
classify the people's evaluations.
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APPENDIX: A
QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Sir or Madam:
My name is Kanyaral Buanark, I am the MBA student qf Assumptfon University
(ABAC). Th;s questionnaire is for study in Assumption University on Perception and
value dimensions of affective attitude toward television advertising. It is the partial
fu(fillment C!f the MBA Thesis. Your personal information would be kept strictly
confidential. 1his may take you less than 5 minutes to complete it.
Regards,
Kanyarat Bucmark
QI . Do you have ever seen television advertising of the free TV channels; 3, 5, 7; as
in the time of after-news Thai series (20.15 - 22.20 pm.) on every week days
(Monday - Friday)?
D Yes
D No (go to personal data)
Q2. Please evaluate how you feel about television advertising (as in Q1 .)? (by write
X on the Like-Dislike Scale)

Like

Dislike
0

5

10

Q3. The question deals with the perceptions about television commercials, please
evaluate the following statement (by write X on the Agree-Disagree Scale):
3 .1 TV advertising result is a better product for the public.

Agree

Disagree
0

5

IO

3.2 You can trust brands advertised on TV more than brands not advertised on TV.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

3.3 TV advertising helps raise our standard of living.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

3. 4 TV advertisements help me find products that match my personality and interests.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

3.5 I am willing to pay more for a product that is advertised on TV.

Disagree
0

Agree
5

10
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3.6 Most television commercials are in poor taste.

Disagree

Agree

5

0

10

3. 7 A few of television avertising is funny or clever.

Disagree

Agree
5

0

10

3.8 Television advertisements are more offensive today than they used to be.

Disagree

Agree

s

0

10

3.9 Most TV advertising try to work on people's emotions.

Disagree

Agree
5

0

10

3. 10 There is a critical need for more truth in today's TV adve1tising.

Disagree

Agree
5

0

10

3.11 TV commercials do not show life as it really is.

Disagree

---.---r---.--....--+ - --r--- . . --

1-I

0

..--.----i

Agree

10

5

3 .12 TV advertising is upsetting to people because it sets goals for average person that
he or she can not reach.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

3 .13 There is too much sex in TV advertising .

IO

tl'i1

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

3 .14 There is too much violence in TV advertising.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

3. 15 There seems to be more advertising on TV now than there used to be.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

IO
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3 .16 The same TV advertising are constantly show again and again.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

3. 17 Most TV advertising today are not about products themselves, but just create a
mood.

Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

3.18 Today TV advertising don' t give you as much infonnation as they used to.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

IO

3 .19 Today TV advertising tell you more about the people who use a brand than about
what the brand does for you.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

Q4. The question deals with the values about television commercials, please evaluate
the following statement (by write X on the Agree-Disagree Scale):

-

4.1 TV advertising are fun to watch.

Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

4.2 TV advertising sometimes make me feel good.

Agree

Disagree

0

5

10

4.3 TV advertising is a good way to learn about what product and services are
available.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

4.4 TV advertising helps me know which brands have the features I am looking for.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

10

4.5 TV advertising gives me a good idea about products by showing the kinds of
people who use them.
Disagree

Agree

0

5

10
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4. 6 I like it when advertisements show people like me using my favorite brand.

Disagree

Agree
5

0

10

4. 7 Some products play an important role in my life and I am happy to see they do the
same for other people I see in TV commercials.

Disagree

Agree
0

10

5

4.8 I like seeing what sort of people use what kinds of brands in TV commercials.

Disagree

Agree
0

5

10

4.9 You can get ideas about fashion and ways to act from watching TV advertising.

Disagree

Agree
5

0

10

4.10 TV advertisements help me be more confident in brands/products l actually use.

Disagree

Agree
0

:e

Personal Data:

5

10

=

Gender

OMale

0 Female

Age

D 15 - 19 years
D 20 - 24 years

D 35 -39 years
D 40 - 44 years
0 45-49 yeas
D 50 - 54 years
D 55 - 59 years

0 25 - 29 years
D 30 - 34 years

D Secondary school
D Diploma
0 Bachelor's degree

D Master's degree

Occupation

0
0
D
D

D Business owner
D Housewife
D No permanent job
D Others (Please specify .. ... .. .. )

Income

D Less than I 0, 000 baht
D 10,000 - 20,000 baht
D 20,001 - 30,000 baht

Education

Student
Government official
Professional
Employee

D Doctoral

D 30,001 -40,000 baht
D 40,001 - 50,000 baht
D More than 50,000 baht

*******************THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP*******************
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APPENDIX: B
SPSS OUTPUT

FREQUENCY
Geuder

Frcquuncy

Valid Pe1\..--cnl

Percent

Cumulati\'e rercent

Male

176

45 .8

45.8

4 5.8

l' cmalc

208

54.Z

54.2

100.0

Total

384

100.0

100.0

Valid

Age

reroent

frequency

Valid Pcn.-cnl

Cumulative Jlercenl

l5·l9yr.;

34

S.9

S.9

S.9

20· 24 l'~

Valid

90

23.4

23.4

32.3

2.S-29 yrs

86

22.4

22.4

:'i·l.7

30·34 yni

37

9.6

9.6

64.3

35·39 yrs

33

8.6

8.6

72.9

yr.

29

7.6

7 .6

80.~

6.8

8 7.2

4(1-44
0

15-.19yrs

26

(1.8

50·54 yrs

26

(>.&

6.S

94.0

55·59 yrs

23

6.ll

6.0

100.0

384

100.0

I00.0

Total

Edurntion
l'erccn1

FrcqucnC)'
Valid

Valid P1.1rcent

Cumulative Percent

Scconda.1y school

58

15.l

IS. I

15.J

Diploma

53

13 .8

13.8

28.9

Bachelor

196

51.0

5 1.0

19 .9

63

16..1

16.4

96A

3.6

100.0

Mosler
l)ocloml
Total

14

3.6

384

100.0

1

IOO.O

Oceup•llon
Percent

Frc<JUcncy
Valid

Valid Pcrecnl

CumuJativc Pct'CCUl

Studemf

9S

25.5

25.S

Gov Official

64

16.7

16.7

42.2

Professional

19

4.9

·1.9

47.1

!20

3 1.3

3 1.3

7&.4

52

13_~

13.5

91.9

H0t1scwifc

13

3.4

3.4

95 .3

N<> pcnnancnt job

IS

4.7

-1.7

100.0

384

100.0

100.0

Employee

llusOwncr

Total

25.S

105

Income

Frequency
Valid

Valid Pctwnl

Percent

Cumulative Percent

0-lll,000 Dh\

106

2'7.6

27.6

27.6

10,0(11-20,ll()()llht

59.6

123

32.0

32.0

20,00 I -30,000 Bht

70

18.2

18.2

77.9

30,00 1-40,000 llht

31

8.J

8.1

85.9

4(),(101-50,000 llht

21

5.5

5 .5

91.4

More Ilion 50,000 llhl

33

8.6

~.6

too.o

384

100.0

l!Kl.O

Total

StatisUcs

Sta tis lies

Scoaial llcnc!its

How you fe•I about televisio n advertising'/

N

Valid

N

3~4

Missing

\

(l

Mean

43.2J

Std. Dcvintion

18.25

v.i;d

Missing

0

Mean

-17.8958

Std. J)c\~ ation

15 .1 038

~
Statistics

Stntisllcs

~
l='

Dcccptiv~

Execution
N

38·1

Volid
Mi'8itlg

Mean

N

381
(I

64.8177

Std. Dc\~alion

Volid
Missing

9.8478

384
0

MC3l1

64.4878

Std. Dc\iation

17.()5 72

~

lf1~'YJ

St ntl slics

OITcnsivc
N

Stotistics

Too Much
Valid

Missing

3M

N

Valid

Missins

0

3M

0

Me;m

60.8594

Mean

64. 2057

Std. Deviation

15.0345

Std. Dcvfation

21.3379

Slulistlcs

Stutlstl cs

Medonic

lnfonnativc
N

Valid

Mis.,ing

381

N

Valid

Missing

(I

3&4

0

Mean

60.9288

Mean

48.65~9

Std. Deviation

19 .9515

Std. Deviation

20.3002
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Stathtlc•

Stolistics

Knowled ge

Aflirmativc

N

N

Vmid

384

Missins

Vlllid

384

Missing

(J

0

Mean

53.9236

Mean

43.9063

Std. D!lvialion

15.8576

Std. Deviation

19.9:>04

Stotlslirs
Social l ,eaming
N

Valid

384

Missing

0

Mean

53.2118

Std. Deviation

R E L I A B IL I T Y A N A LY S I S - S C A L E (A L P H A)
Correlation Matrix

03.1
03.2
03.3
03.4
03.5

Q3.1

Q3.2

Q3.3

Q3.4

Q3.5

1.0000
.5603
.7068
.5772
.5717

1.0000
.5154
.6085
.5855

1.0000
.5708
.5900

1.0000
.6346

1.0000

N of Cases=
Item Means

47 .8958

384.0

Mean
38.1250

Minimum
53.7240

Maximum
15.5990

Range

1.4092

Max/Min Variance
36.3323

Item-total Statistics

03.1
Q3.2
03 .3
Q3.4
Q3.5

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

185.7552
191.2240
191.9531
187.6302
201.3542

3832.3263
3746.0176
3911 .3189
3693.8472
3624.7933

Reliability Coefficients

Alpha= .8776

Corrected
ItemSquared
Alpha
Total
Multiple
if Item
Correlation Correlation Deleted

.7235
.6775
.7127
.7215
.7167

.5720
.4710
.5635
.5275
.5200

.8485
.8594
.8515
.8484
.8500

5 items
Standardized item alpha

=

.8789
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Correlation Matrix

03.6
03.7
03.8

Q3.6

Q3.7

Q3.8

1.0000
.1463
.6281

1.0000
.1726

1.0000

N of Cases=
Item Means
64.8177

384.0

Mean
64.1406

Maximum
1.2760

Minimum
65.4167

Range
1 .0199

Max/Min Variance
.4116

Item-total Statistics
Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted
03.6
Q3.7
03.8

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

Corrected
ItemSquared
Alpha
Total
Multiple
if Item
Correlation Correlation Deleted

337.1893
663.2500
394.6802

129.0365
129.5573
130.3125

Reliability Coefficients

.5376
.1756
.5759

.3960
.0322
.4011

.2885
.7667
.2412

3 items
Standardized item alpha= .5805

Alpha= .6024

Correlation Matrix

Q3.9
03.10
03.11

Q3.9

Q3.10

Q3.11

1.0000
.6960
.7162

1.0000
.7829

1.0000

N of Cases=
Item Means
64.4878

384.0

Mean
58.3594

Minimum
72.7604

Maximum
14.4010

Range
1.2468

Max/Min Variance
55.2954

Item-total Statistics

03.9
03.10
03.11

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

131.1198
120.7031
135.1042

1357.7506
1317.7811
1015.6549

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha= .8855

Corrected
ItemSquared
Alpha
Total
Multiple
if Item
correlation Correlation Deleted
.7485
.8026
.8138

.5603
.6505
.6698

.8649
.8225
.8207

3 items
Standardized item alpha = .8911
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St Gabt.i.el Hhrary ,Au

Correlation Matrix

Q3.12
Q3 .1 3
Q3 .14

Q3.12

Q3.13

1.0000
.5179
.4821

1.0000
.6593

N of Cases=
Item Means
60.8594

Q3.14

1.0000

384.0

Mean
58.7240

Minimum
63.8802

Maximum
5.1563

Range
1.0878

Max/Min Variance
7 .2347

Item-total Statistics

Q3.12
Q3.1 3
03.14

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

118.6979
122.6042
123.8542

855.2192
1044.8977
1127.1432

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha= .7679

Corrected
Squared
ItemAlpha
Multiple
if Item
Total
Correlation Correlation Deleted

.5495
.6665
.6393

.3032
.4868
.4617

.7936
.6257
.6656

3 items
Standardized item alpha= .7878

Correlation Matrix

03.15
0 3.16

Q3.15

Q3.16

1.0000
.7956

1.0000

N of Cases =
Item Means
64.2057

384.0

Mean
58.9323

Minimum
69.4792

Maximum
10.5469

Range
1.1790

Max/Min Variance
55.6183

Item-total Statistics
Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

03.15
Q3.16

58.9323
69.4792

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha = .8762

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

613.7395
409.6497

Corrected
ItemSquared
Total
Multiple
Correlation Correlation

.7956
.7956

Alpha
if Item
Deleted

.6330
.6330

2 items
Standardized item alpha = .8862
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Correlation Matrix

Q3.17
Q3.18
Q3.19

Q3.17

Q3.18

Q3.19

1.0000
.7424
.7825

1.0000
.7840

1.0000

N of Cases =
Item Means
60.9288

384.0

Mean
57.2656

Minimum
65.0521

Maximum
7.7865

Range
1.1360

Max/Min Variance
15.3160

Item-total Statistics
Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted
03.17
03.18
03.19

Seate
Variance
if Item
Deleted

122.3177
117.7344
125.5208

Corrected
ItemSquared
Total
Multiple
Correlation Correlation

1723.8570
1846.8118
1432.6262

Reliability Coefficients

.8090
.8098
.8390

.6554
.6575
.7042

Alpha
if Item
Deleted
.8664
.8725
.8507

3 items
Standardized item alpha = .9093

Alpha= .9051

Correlation Matrix

04.1
04.2

Q4.1

Q4.2

1.0000
.7632

1.0000

N of c ases =
Item Means
48.6589

384.0

Mean
46.9792

Minimum
50.3385

Maximum
3.3594

Range
1.0715

Max/Min Variance
5.6 427

Item-total Statistics

Q4.1
Q4.2

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

46.9792
50.3385

550.6419
390.2245

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha = .8584

Corrected
ItemSquared
Total
Multiple
Correlation Correlation
.7632
.7632

Alpha
if Item
Deleted

.5824
.5824

2 items
Standardized item alpha = .8657
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Correlation Matrix

04.3
04.4
04.5

Q4.3

Q4.4

Q4.5

1.0000
.7206
.6248

1.0000
.6776

1.0000

N of Cases=
Item Means
53.9236

384.0

Mean
42.0833

Minimum
61.6406

Maximum
19.5573

Range Max/Min Variance
1.4647 108.3729

Item-total Statistics

04.3
Q4.4

Q4.5

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

100.1302
103.7240
119.6875

1195.5444
1105.4171
938.8055

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha

=

Corrected
ItemSquared
Total
Multiple
Correlation Correlation
.7286
.7711
.7028

.7981
.7538
.8369

3 items
Standardized item alpha

.8527

.5538
.6041
.4979

Alpha
if Item
Deleted

=

.8613

Correlation Matrix

Q4.6

Q4.7

1.0000

04.6
04.7

.8528
N of Cases=

Item Means
43.9063

1.0000
384.0

Mean
43.7760

Minimum
44.0365

Maximum
.2604

Range
1.0059

Max/Min Variance
.0339

Item-total Statistics

04.6
04.7

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

43.7760
44.0365

409.4641
450.2441

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha= .9200

Corrected
Squared
ItemAlpha
Total
if Item
Multiple
Correlation Correlation Deleted
.8528
.8528

.7273
.7273

2 items
Standardized item alpha

=

.9206
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Correlation Matrix

Q4 .8
Q4.9
Q4.10

Q4.8

Q4.9

Q4.10

1.0000
.6583
.5905

1.0000
.6709

1.0000

N of Cases =

384.0

Item Means

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Max/Min Variance

53.2118

44.21 88

57 .7865

13.5677

1.3068

60.6624

Item-total Statistics

Q4.8
Q4.9
Q4.10

Scale
Mean
if ltem
Deleted

Scale
Variance
if Item
Deleted

115.4167
102.0052

926.1967
934.6109

101.8490

1048.5307

Reliability Coefficients
Alpha = .8404

Corrected
ItemSquared
Alpha
Multiple
if Item
Total
Correlation Correlation Deleted

.6845
.7444
.6914

.4737

.801 6

.5556

.7385

.4892

.7932

3 items
Standardized item alpha = .8421

REGRESSION (HYPOTHESIS TESTING)

Vot'iAbles J~ntercd/RcmovcJ

Model

Variables Entered

1

lnfbnnative,

1

Variabl"" l~emnvcd

Meihod

•

Execution,
Sooaial Benefit.,

Enter
Too Much,
Offon~ivc,

,

Deceptive

n. All n."questud variah!cs cotcl\.""d,
b. l)cpcndon l Vaiiahlc; Jlvllluation

lltodcl Sunimory
Std. Error oflhc
Model

R

J

RSquare

.807°

.652

Adjus ted R Squaro

lislimate

.646

.28

a. PN<liclors: (Coustant), lnforrna1lvc, Execution, SooaiaJ Bcm::fils, Too Much, OITcnsivc,
Deceptive

112

ANOVAh

Swn ofS<Juarcs

Model
1

Rcgros!>ion

p

Mean Square

df

53.538

6

8.923

Residual

28.584

377

7.58 2E-02

Totnl

82.122

383

1"g.

.ooo,

117.685

a. l'redictois: (Constanl), lnfomia1ive, Execution, Scoaial U1!11efits, Too Much, Offen..siv~, Deceptive
b. Dependent Variable: Evaluation

Coefficient s."'

Stan<lardi1..ccl
C<1Cfficients

l1ns1andarcllzc<f Cocflicil:lnts

Model

Sid. Error

ll

(Constant)

I

1.237

Beta

Sig.

t

.150

,()(){)

8 .225

Swaial Benefits

15421i-02

.001

.503

Exccutinn

U42E-03

.002

.033

I

12.247

.000

.7 12

..177

Docoptive

-4.803E-<l3

.()(12

-.177

-2.66~

.008

Offonsivc

-4.8 40); -{})

.002

-.157

-2.411

.016

T oo Much

-3.27 1E-03

.001

-. 15 1

-2.(i()<)

.009

7.927E-04

.llll2

.034

A89

.625

lnfonnative

.,_.

• · DcJMldcnt Variable: !;valuation

Coetlicient C'...01Telntions•

Model

lnfom1ativo
Con~lations

Seo.ital Bcnefil~

Too Much

Offensive

Deceptive

lnfomlativt

1.000

.051

.249

-.455

-.206

-.340

Execulion

.0.5 1

1.000

.IHI

.109

-.618

.03 1

.249

Scoaial Dcncfils

.110

1.000

-.066

- .0.~7

.220

Too Much

-.455

.!09

-.066

l.()(HI

-.117

-.26 0

Offcn>ivc

-.206

-.618

-.OS?

-.111

1.(100

-.300

De<x:ptivo

Covruiane<.-s

l~xcc:ution

Informative

- .340

,03 1

.220

- .26(J

-.300

l.000

2.6271l-<16

J.799LH >7

5.0K3ll·07

-9.2S4 E-07

· 6.7 ll ll-07

-9 .934E-07

Exctlltion

1.799E-0 7

4.696E-06

3.<l06E-07

2.9661':-07

-2.68 7Jl-()(;

l.20SE-07

Scoaial Bcn<>lits

5.0iJJl-07

3.006E-07

J.S8Sli-<l6

- L037E-07

-I A34E·07

4.994E--07

-2 .94RE-07

-S.864 E-07

Too Muci1

-9.254E-07

2 .966H-07

- J.037E-()7

l.572E-()6

Offcnsi\fc

-6.7 1!E-07

-2.687Jl-(I(,

- l.434E-07

-2 .9 48E-07

4 .0291H l6

-l.084 E·06

Deceptive

-9.934F.-07

L205E-lJ7

4.994E-07

-5.864E-07

- l.0841Hl6

3.240E·06

a. Dependent Variable: Evaluation

11 3

Model

Variables Rntcrcd

I

Social l.eaming,

Va1foblcs Removed

M•tl1od

Afi"Ulnative.
lledonio,

.

Enlor

Knuwlcdgo

a. AU rcqucslcd variable:; cntcn.."'<i.

b. Dcpcndcn1 Variabic: E.viiluatlon

Model Sumrnary
Sid. EITOrof lhe

R Square

R

Mod..-:!

.sos•

l
iI.

Estimate

Adjusted R Square

.27

.6SO

.653

Predictors: (Constant), Social Lcaminy, Affinna1ivc, He<lonic. Knowledge

ANOVAb

Model

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

df

Regression

53.659

ne~idual

28..163

379

Tolal

82.122

383

Sig.

l'
178.625

J:\.415

.ooo•

7.5 HIF.·02

-

~

a. Pn:d.ictors: (Constant), So(:ia! Learning, Affirnmlivc, Hcdonic, Knowledge

b. Dependent Variablo: Eviduation

Cocrtlcients•
St'1!1dardiwd
CJn,dandardizcd COtJfficienl~

n

Model
(Constant)

Co1!fficicnts

Std. Error
.194

Sig.

Uc111

.060

3.248

.00!

Hcdonic

1.!82E-02

.001

.5!8

9.555

.000

Knowledge

2.233E-03

.002

.076

1.315

. !89

2.34.1

.020

4.383

.000

Affinnativc

2.8151i·{)3

.001

.12!

Scicial tc:111ling

5.570E-03

.001

. 180

a. Dependent Varial~c: l!voluaticm

.

C.oefficicnt Con't'lntions

Social Learning

Mod•!
Co~fations

Covmiance~

Aflil1l1ativo

Bedonie

Knowledge

Social l.earnin11

1.000

·.212

- .2 17

-.!30

l.000

-. 226

· A33

AOirmative

-.212

Hedonic

-.217

-.226

1.000

· A 96

Knowledge

-.130

-.433

-..196

l.000

Socia] Learning

1.6l5E·(l6

·3.23 lll-07

-3.413E·07

-2.S04E·07

/\ tfomativc

· 3.231E-07

1.4421!.-<16

· 3.355E·07

-8 .826E-07

Bedonie

-3.413E·07

· 3.35Sli·0 7

l.529E-06

- l.OHE-06

Knowlcdg~

·2.80411-!)7

-8.8261l· 07

· l.041E-06

2.8831J· 06

a. Dcpc'lldcnt Variable: Evaluation
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EXPLORE
C~se

Processing SutnmD•j'

Ca.-,~8

Valid
Evaluation
S1ondanliood Residual a.

Slamlardi>.cd Residual b.

Mi.o;sing

Peroonl

N

N

Total

l1cnxml

N

Percent

Un favorJbfo

265

100.0%

0

.0%

265

100.0%

1~avorablc

119

100.0~•

0

.0%

119

100.0%

Unfavomhlc

265

100.~~

0

.o~~

265

I00.0%

119

100.0%

0

.0%

1 19

?00.0%

'l't~ls

or Nor mality

.

Kolmogorov-Smimov
Evalua.ti<m

Standardiud Rcsidual a.

Stn.ncfardi1.od Rc~idual h.

dr

Statistic

Sig.

Unfavomble

.043

265

.200

FavombJc

.043

119

.200

Unfavordl>JC.:

.053

265

.200

favo1~bJ~

.(153

119

.200

a. Li11icfors Significance Com.-iction

a.

Disc riminant model for the llCrcc1ltions components about TV advertising

b. Disc1·iminant model for the values components of TV advertising

DISCRIMINANT

Group Stntistics

Valid N (listwisc)

Evaluation

Unfa\'otublo

r:a\'OJ'1.bfo

T otal

Mean
Sooai;~

Benefits

Std. Deviation

llnwcightcd

Weighted

40.3698

10.4 170

265

265.000

D=pti\'O

72A025

?.7507

265

265.000

Offensive

67. 1069

l0.5974

265

265.000

Too Much

73.1321

12.3706

265

265.000

Sco..i.fo.I Ucuefifs

t\4 .6555

9.3378

119

119.000

Deceptive

46.8627

18.8676

119

119.000

Offen..~vc

46.9468

14.12<>0

119

119.000

Too Much

44.J27?

23.6224

1 19

119.000

Sroai<~

47.8958

IS.!038

384

3S4.000

17.0572

384

384,()()(1

Benefits

Dcocpriv\S·

c54A878

Offen:-iive

60.8594

15.0345

384

384.00()

Too Much

64.2057

21.3379

384

384.000
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Tests of F,qunlity or Group Means

Wilks' Lambda

F

dfl

Sig.

df.l

Scoaial B<.11cli1s

.446

475.189

l

382

.000

Deceptive

.519

353.620

l

.)82

.000

Offensive

.6 14

239.686

I

382

.000

Too Much

.609

244.977

I

382

.000

Funclion

I

I

I

Eigenvalue

% of V ariancc

1.868'

Canonic.:al Con'Clation

Cunrula1ive %
J(IO.O

100.0

.807

I

I

a. Pir.;.l I canonical discriminant functions were usc<l i.n Ul.c ana.Jysis.

Wilks' Lambda

'rest of Function(s)

Wilks' Lambda
.34?

Chi-~<jlllll'C

\"ERS
df

Sig.

400.3 16

Stnndordit".cd Cononknl ))i1crimin0:nt Function Co~ntclents

function

Scoaial Bcnefils

.694

Deceptive

-.254

Offensi\•c

-.203

Too Much

-.234

Structure Mutrix.

I'unction
I

Sooaial llcncfits

.816

Deceptive

-.70·1

Too Much

__,86

Offensive

-.580

Po oled within-groups correlation!' betweco discriminating

variahlm: and slandardi1~d canonical discriminanl functions
Variables ordorcd by ab.solute si1..c of con"tlation within funolion.
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CononkuJ Discrimimmt Function Cocfficienls

Fw1c:lion

$coaia1 llcnclits

.069

Deceptive

-. 02 1

Offensive

-.017

Too Much

-.014

(Constant)

-.Ul\l

Unstand11CdiZA}d cotfficicnls

J.~unctions

nt Group Ccntrofd5

Fwtction

Evaluation

Unfavorable

-.913

Favorable
Unslandard11.ctl canomcal d1scnmmant funchom; cvalualc<l at group mcnns

C lussificution li'unction \Acflki"nh

Eva1U3tion

Unfavor.1blc

Favo1)\b!I.!

Scoaial 13cnofils

.574

.776

Deceplivc

.426

.365

Offcmivc

.268

.217

Too Much

l.068E-02

-3.076E-02

(Co11s0mt)

-37.081

-38.762

f jshcr's linear <liscriminanl function'i

Ctnssifictttiun RcsuUs"
y
1'1~1Liclcd

Evaluation
O riginal

Counl

llnfovorablc

Unfavor.shlc
Fa.vomblc

%

-

-·~~~

...Jl .... ~

Group Membernhip
l'avornble

Total

252

13

265

16

103

119

llnfovorablc

95.!

4.9

100.0

Favorable

13.4

86.6

l(Kl.U

a. 92.4% of original grouped ci\.WS co,.rocUy cla.<>sifitMl.
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Gruup Slolistl<s

Valid N (listwisc)
Evaluation

Unfavorable

Pavornblc

Total

Unweighted

Std. Deviation

Mean

Weighted

Hedonic

38.0377

13.1684

265

265.000

Affirmalivo

34.9245

14.5837

265

265.000

Social Learning

4 6.9057

10.9399

265

265.000

Hcdonic

12.3 !09

11.49·11

11 9

119.0 00

/\ ffirma\i,•c

(>~.9ll"lf>

l~.2126

ll 9

\\ 9 .000

Social l.cmning

67.2549

13.1459

119

119.000

Jlcdonic

4 8.6589

20.3002

384

384.000

Affim1ativo

43.9063

19.9504

384

384.000

Stx.:ial Lc;mting

53.2 118

14.9843

384

384.000

Tests of Equolity (1£ Group Menns

Wilks' Lambda

dfl

F

liodonic

.389

600.460

Afiinualivc

.547

3 !5.757

S<..'Cial Lcam}ng

.605

249.872

Sig.

d1'2
3S2

.(](Kl

l

382

.!1(10

l

382

.(}(JO

l

Eigcn\'olucs

Fwu.tion

Eigcnvaluo

%ofVari3.J1c:c

f.872"

Cumulativ" %

100.0

100.0

Canonical Con-elation
.807

a. First i canonical cUsc1i.Jnll1ant functions were used in the analy$is.

\VUks1 Lambdu

Tes\ ofl'u1><:6on(s)

Chi·S<1uare
40 1.446

Sto ndardl1.ed Umunicnl DJscrind no nt Function ()wfficicnts

Fum:lion

Herlonic

'

.724

Affumative

.234

Social Learning

.306

118

Struetun Mutrlx.

Function
I

.916

ll cdcnic
Affinnativc

.66~

Social Lcarnjng

.591

Pooled within-groups correlations belwccn discriminaling

Variah!cs ordered by absolute sii'...C of con-e1a1ion wjl hin t\mction.

Canouic~\l

Discriminant Function Coefficients

Function
l

llcdonic

.057

Affiinmtive

.016

Social Leaming

.026

(Conslant)

--1.871

\ }nstanrlardized coofficienls

J.'un ctlons ot Groul• Centrolc.b

Funclion
EvWuslion

l

Llnfu\'ornblo

-.9J.t

Favorable

2.0~(i

l Jnshmdardi7...::d canonical discriminant functions evaluated at group means

C lnssific:alion ti"'u nction Coefficieots

Evaluation
Unfavon1bl~

lfodonic

Affmnativc
Social Learning
(Constanl)

.Favorab!c

. 149

.3 17

2 ..1751l-02

7 . ISOE-02

.288

.365

· 10.710

-26.738

Fishcr'5 ful:car disc-.Jlntinlill( functions

Classification Results•

l'rcdiclcd Group Menibership
Evaluation
Original

Counr

Unfavorable

llnfavorJblc
Favot"3b!c

%

a.

89.Mr~ .of

original

Total

Favorable

238

27

265

13

)()6

I 19

lJnfavornhlc

89.8

Hl.2

100.0

Favo1<1ble

10.9

89.1

100.(l

group~d Ct\.'iCS

correctly cla.'isificd.

119

